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Elementary Pre-Reg.
The "Intention to Pre-reg." Meeting
for Ed. 101% 143A, fall semester 1970
will be held In Ed. 100 on February
19 and 20 at 3:30 p.m. 111w URGENT
that clement arY edllealt illn Major%
come lo this meeting.
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Position Interviews
Intenieus for posit hills on the Associated Students (A.S.)
Ill IN. 111111 10,1W 111141 t,,iiiorrosV
fnmi 1 to 1:311 p.ni. All interested
students should contact the A liKe
elated Students Office on the third
level .if thn (Salem- Union.
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SURVIVAL FAME OPENS TODAY
National Attention Is Focused
On Ecological Survival Faire
Much national attention is focused
on SJS today, as five months work by
less than 50 students becomes Survival
Faire, 1970.
Termed an exercise in "truly relevant
education." by the Humanities 160 class
that organized and is directing Survival
Faire, the week-long festival will take
over the College Union and Seventh
Street in an overwhelming survey of
environmental problems,
There will be no admission charges
at the Faire, which will include:
--Panels on pressing ecological problems, featuring scientists, educators,
politicians, and students.

PUSHY FRATERNITY
Members of
Kappa Sigma
fraternity, complete with Survival Faire T-shirts, provide the power to the Survival Car a 1970
Maverick that
will be buried on campus Friday. Survival

Faire organizers pushed the car through Los Gatos Saturday. Once inside San Jose, the Cerfo-nia Highway
Patrol ins’sted they have it towed the rest of the way
to the SJS campus. The students agreed.

Survival Car Jubilantly ’Delivered’
A short, jubilant, and colorful procession pushed its way down Bascom
Avenue in Los Gatos Saturday morning, signaling the unofficial beginning
of Survival Faire.
The parade had passers-by and drivers agape, for it was the organizers of
Survival Faire "delivering" the 1970
Maverick that will he buried in front
of the old cafeteria off Seventh Street
on Friday.
Leading the merry hand were two
Tennessee walking horses. Immediately behind was student Ross Cutler
dressed in a white jump suit and green
cape, carrying a green-an-white "Environment Flag." Cutler portrayed
"Ecornan."

The heart...of the procession was the
brand new, canary yellow Maverick,
gaily festcioned with posters, balloons,
and flags. Inside the Ford were six
Mother Earth girls, outfitted in anklelength green robes. Alettc I,undeberg
sat behind the wheel.
Pushing the car at no time was the
engine started) were eight members of
Kappa Sigma fraternity, each wearing
a white T-shirt with the words "Ecological Survival" stenciled on the back.
Bringing -up the rear was a one-patrol -car .Los Gatos police escort.
A gaggle of photographers, Survival
Faire veterans; and newsmen tripped
along the sidewalk beside the car.
When the group passed into San

Jose, however, they lost the police escort, and were promptly pulled o...er by
four California Highway Patrol officers, who advised Survival Faire leader
Mark Tigan that the procession was
impeding traffic.
The auto was then towed to the corner of Fourth and San Carlos streets,
where it was pushed onto Seventh
Street for a brief picture taking session, and then retired to the parking
garage, where it will rest during the
evenings.
The car will "lie in state" on Seventh Street throughout the Faire, then
be buried on Friday at noon.
The delivery of the car took all
morning. About 50 Survival Faire students and representatives of the media
arrived at Paul Swanson Ford in Los
Gatos at 10 a.m.
Tigan, Pete Ellis, and Mrs. Ann Feldman, members of Humanities 160 class
that is sponsoring the Faire, presented
salesman Chuck Farmer with a check
for $1,500, completing the sale. A $1,000
down payment was made last week.
After some initial tenseness, a rapport was established, and Farmer
wound up wearing a Survival Faire
button, and buying a $1 share of the
auto.
As soon as the keys changed hands,
Tigan disabled the vehicle by pulling
out the coil wire. The Kappa Sigma
brothers pushed the ear out of the lot,
and the parade began.
The car is being paid for by individual donations and by $1 shares sold
at the Faire.

Exhibits by campus and national
organizations.
- -Pollution, population, and hunger
rooms, billed as a "trips into the
future."
A major film festival, featuring environmental motion pictures.
Display of and tours through an 80foot Bay Area Rapid Transit ear.
- Live performances by the San
Francisco Mime Troupe and other
"radical theater" groups.
Workshops featuring conservationists, government officials, and educators from all over the United States.
The "funeral" and actual burial of
a 1970 Maverick automobile near Building K on Friday. (see accompanying
story.)
9 A.M. OPENING
Survival Faire opens at 9 this morning, with the first scheduled panel at
10:30 a.m. Entitled "The Population
Bomb," the discussion will be led by
Stephanie Mills of Planned Parenthood.
Miss Mills, 21, was a participant in last

semester’s Experimental College seminar on ecology.
Other participants in the panel are
Dr. David Eakins, SJS assistant professor of history; Mrs. Shirley Radl,
national executive director of Zero Population Growth, Inc.; and Dr. Grover
Stephens, professor of biology at the
University of California at Irvine.
At noon the Congress of Wonders
guerilla theater troupe will perform.
"Black, Brown, and White on Population," and ’The Brown Man: A Man
in Harmony with his Environment,"
panels concerned with population and
minorities, are scheduled at 1:30 and
3:30 p.m. respectively.
At 7:15 p.m. "Noah’s Ark or Man:
A Fracturing Menace," a short play,
will be presented by students of Urban
High School, San Francisco.
"ODD

BODKINS"

Cartoonist Dan O’Neill, creator of
the comic strip "Odd Bodkins," will
deliver the keynote address at 8 p.m.
Six workshops will cap the day, beginning at 9:30 p.m. Environmental
Teach-In, Inc. (ETD, which is sponsoring a national teach-in on ecotogY
in April, will be the subject of the
largest workshop. It will be led by
ETI officials Dennis Hayes and Arturo
Sandoval, from Washington D.C.
The other workshops tonight will
feature Dr. Chung-ming Wong of the
U.S. Department of the Interior, on
water desalinization; Dr. John Rieger,
with a medical workshop concerning
abortion and contraception; Cheriel
Jensen, statewide director of Abortion
Initiative Program, on the iniative;
Planned Parenthood; and a worksheo

longer take a stand as is group on vital
political issues.
"The student presidents decided they
don’t want one president or representative attempting to speak for all of
them especially to the Board of Trustees and the legislature," explained
Steve Lieurance. CSCSPA coordinator.
We made the official announcement
at the last Trustees meeting.- Lieuranee said. "From now on, each president will make his own policy statements for his particular campus."
Lieurance does not agree with this
decision to keep away from political
issues. -I firmly belies e we are step-

SCHEDULED PANELS
Panels scheduled for Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday include "Waste
of Human Resources:" "Conservation
of Natural Resources:" "Politics
Ecology," featuring Bay area politicians; "Ethics of Survival:" "Rape of
Mother Earth:" "Air Pollution:" and
"Political Economy of Survival."

at

Films from the festival will be shown
throughout the week, with awards being presented Thursday at 7 p.m. Winners of the poetry contest will also be
rewarded at that time.
The 1970 car will "lie in state" all
this week, then will he buried near
Building K at noon on Friday.
Faire organizers are urging all
classes take part in the programs by
gearing their subject matter toward
ecology for this week. Along this line,
a Survival Faire textbook is included
as a supplement to today’s Daily.
Survival Faire is a project of Dr.
John Sperling’s Humanities 160 class.
It is funded by the Associated Student
Body, the college and private donations.
The class of 19 began planning Survival Faire in October, recruiting help
and funds along the way. About 40
students are taking the class this
semester. Operating out of a wooden
frame house (Building W) on 10th
Street, the students built Survival
Faire into the monumental undertaking
it is today.
SURVIVAL COLLEGE?

Student Presidents To Halt
Statewide Political Activity
The California State College Student
Presidents Association (CSCSPA) has
changed its policy regarding political
involvement. The organization will no

featuring high school students and
their role in environmental action.
All events will be held in the College Union. Programs are available
there. Admission is free.

ping backwards," he said. "We need a
unified voice."
This new position is a change from
previous yers when CSCSPA has been
actively involved in college politics as
a unified voice. "Nine schools, including
San Jose, are unhappy about this decision," Lieuraance continued. He expects to see these nine school band
together to take a unified stand or
certain issues.
According to Lieurance, the CSCSPA
will now he more of a research and
communications organization, developing programs, "to keep students informed on the complex issues connected with governing schools.
"We will be well-informed," he explained, ’so we can answer questions
regarding actions of the chancellors
e issues."
or student -related legis

Answering the question of why they
did it, Humanities 160 issued the following statement:
"We, the students and professor of
Humanities 160. are attempting to
show that education, and our particular
educational institution ... can be used
:is an effeetive means of changing our
presently self-destructive behavior
Survival Faire, then, is only part of a
larger plan to turn this school into a
Survival College. There is no more important task; there is no more worthy
goal.
"Our work should be positive, but to
those who claim that some subjects
cannot Ix’ made relevant to ecology,
reply that they are irrelevant, or the
subject is irrelevant
- nothing is relevant on a planet without human life.
"Remember, if man is to survive,
there must he a language of survival,
an art of survival, a politics, economics,
rhetoric, philosophy and science of survival.
-If we are to win hack the good
green earth, we must change our institutions and our very beings - the edueatimal task is monninental. We must
ls-4in 01.0 iad: now."

Ex-Senate Aide Up for SJS Presidency

---,Daily photos by Don Philby
After having the car towed to within a block
of the college, students once again resorted to manpower to roll the illfated auto onto Seventh Street. Leading the parade here are four Mother
Earth girls.

GRAND PROCESSION

By CRAIG TURNER
Daily Aedatent Editor
A young educator active in liberal
Republican polities is a top contender
for the permanent presidency at &IS,
the Daily has learned.
Dr. Stephen Horn, IS. dean of qradttate students at American University in
Washington, D.C., and a former legislative assistant to former Sen. Thomas
Kuchel IR-Calif.), is in contention for
the presidency at Long Peach State
and at SJS.
Horn and Acting President Hobert
Burns headed a short list of possible
candidates for the San Jose job submitted by the SJS campus presidential
selection committee to the slate-widei

or
"rainbow"
committee,
reliable
sources indicate.
The Long Beach Independent reported Friday that Horn is the first
choice of both the campus and rainbow
committees at Long Beach State.
5.15’ rainbow committee, consisting
of throe members of the campus ,;rettp,
Chancellor Glenn S. Dumke, Assistant
Chancellor Manse’ Keene, a member
of the S.IS advisory board, and Trust es Albert Ruffo and Dudley Swim,
will meet Feb. 20 and make their
recommendations to the Chancellor.
Durrike must submit the names of
at least two candidates at each college
to the Trustees, who make the final
select ions.

Tentatively, the Trustees will make
their choice for SJS, Long Beach State,
and Sacramento State at the Feb. 20
meeting,
Dr. Keene, hawever, told the Daily
that the Trustees may postpone their
(keisions because the Independent
broke the story about Horn.
Horn’s name may he submitted to
the Trustees for both the SJS and
Long Beach posts, according to the
Independent.
Dr. Burns and Dr. Horn am the top
candidates at SJS, but Horn is the
clear-cut choler. at Long Beach, sources
on both campuses report.
Horn is also highly regarded by the
Sacramento State conmittee, hut it is

unlikely that he will take the presidency of the smallest of the three institutions.
Born in 1931 in San Juan Batista,
Dr. Horn received his PhD. in political
science at Stanford in 1958. He served
with Kuchel from 1960-66, and is eonsidered an expert Oil Ameriran
history.
Horn is tlw viee chairman of the
United States Commission on Civil
Rights, and has been dean of graduate
studies at American University since
February, 1969,
Author of "The Cabinet and the Congress," published in 1960, he was eonsultant to CBS News during the DM
presidential campaign.
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A Total Commitment
itartatt Daily fully support: "’Survival Fain." which opens today in the
.!.I Ilion. From all indications, it appears the Humanities 160 "experimoot- will be an overwhelming success.
Media excitement Over the burial of an automobile, combined with the drawog power of the numerous panels, exhibits. and contests has already given "The
.1111:* national attention.
But if Sun IS al Faire is to really succeed. it has to be more than just the burial of a I9711 Ma% crick. It has to be more than entertaining panels and exhibits
St hich may be forgotten when the week is over.
Sun hal rain. has to be a total commitment on the part of students and faculty
alike to bring env ironmental problems into the classroom.
11 iii Ii there is a growing concern on this Callipus and around the country for
the finality of our env irolloient. the man -on -the-street knows little about our
eefflog or how he can help preserve IT.
Thiv does tiot mean he’s stupid. It simply means he is a product of an edueaiffna
stem vt Idyll has never before emphasized conservation in the classroom.
\ ow here in the "general ed" curriculum do we find mention of environmental
prolilcons such as the effects of smog and water pollutants.
There is much to learn in the field of conservat’ , and no better time than
ill, present to begin.
Head toolay’s Survival Faire Supplement. Produced by the Humanities 160
flass to serve as a Survival Faice "textbook," these eight pages provide the seeds
for a new concept in education.
I.ct’s aim for at least one week when environmental education is stressed
a- it ielates to every course offered on this campus.
To gloae the originators of the Survival Faire
ept: "If man is to survive,
then. must be a language of survival. an art of survival, a politics, economics,
rhetoric. philosophy and science of survival. If we are to win back the good green
earth. %Se must change our institutions and our very beings
the educational
task is monumental. e must begin now."

Giiest Room

Competence or Politics
By KICHUNG KIM
Assistant Professor of English
111
-wile importance to both the
iiiiiu! si1111,11IS occurred last semester
ithout attrarting miteli attention. and the
I id Iii.iPig discussion is intended to he main IN informational. The event I refer to is
Xeling President Burns denial of tenure
I., Professor Jack Kurzweil of the Electrieal Fii!.ineerini. Department even though
Professor Knr/tseil has been recommended
for tenure
his tiwn department as well
as the
dll-eollege committee on
troon and retention.
.% full time faculty member at the state
idletu is first hired either on a temporary
iiroliationary basis. A temporary faculty
is employed from semester to
semi -ler or from sear to year: a probationdrv Ideillty member, on the other hand, is
hired viith the understanding that he will
he !,itell a chance to attain tenure on his
fifth year of full time teaching at the colbieli usually means that during his
fourth ,11-ie1110e year of teaching his ileit to.
tenure cotlllll ittee assesses his
po.,Lill tiompetence and teaehing and
idler ill give him tenure the fol.
evr or the terminal fifth year.
ARBITRARY ACTIONS
much has been said 11111 the
merits or demerits of the tenure system, it
is ilinerally agreed that one of the things
II is intended to do is to shield a faculty
int.mber from the arbitrary actions of the
administration. A tenured faculty member_
it is believed. may not be dismissed unless
it eau be firmed that he is guilty of either
gross professional or moral negligence.
Professor Kurzweil has now taught for
four emiseenti%e years ill the state college
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system, two years at San Francisco State
and two here. The tenure committee of the
Electrical Engineering Department, Professor Kurzweil’s own department, has recommended him for tenure after a due
assessment of his professional competence
and teaching. This recommendation was
reversed by the tenure committee of the
School of Engineering, which sits in review
of the decisions of the departmental conaminces; however, this reversal by the
school committee was itself reversed by the
college’s final faculty reviewing body, the
all-college committee on retention and
tenure. Its members unanimously recommended to Acting Pres. Burns that Prof.
Kurzweil be given tenure. Such are the
facts as they are known to this writer.
PUZZLING DECISION
The puzzling thing is, of course, why
Acting Pres. Burns decided to go against
the unanimous recommendation of the allcollege committee as well as Prof. Kurzweil’s own departmental committee. It is
generally agreed that the competence of a
teacher is best judged by his departmental
colleagues and his students, not by the
president of the college who is, in most
cases, totally unacquainted with the individual teacher.
As we all know, Prof. Kurzweil is married to Mrs. Kurzweil, who is better known
by her maiden name, Bettina Aptheker.
Is it possible that the president’s decision
was made on grounds other than Prof.
Kurzweil’s professional competence and
teaching? Might it have had anything to
do with the politics of Mrs. Kurzweil? I
hope not. Perhaps the president has information concerning Prof. Kurzweil’s professional competence or teaching which the
all-college committee had not when it
made its unanimous decision in Prof. Kurzvveil’s favor....
FREEDOM MEASURED
How free we are in our society is measured not hy the freedom enjoyed by the
most powerful or popular among us. If
Prof. Kurzweil can be denied tenure this
year for being married to Mrs. Bettina
Aptheker Kurzweil, it is not at all improbable that next year (my fourth year here)
be denied tenure for being married to
a Korean or for not being married to a
blonde, blue-eyed, former awed cheer
leader.

Gingre shall make no law ... abridging the freedom of speech or of the press:
or the right of the locople peacealil S to
assemble: and to petition the Goier lllll tint
for a redress of grievances.A bit like: A l Co In mie propaganda,
Hi a hippie slogan, ti Odom.] Sanders’
latest ad, 1)1 Part of the First Amendment of the I_ .S. I:onstitur , or El none
of the above.
I) is the ansvver. and most readers prob.
altly have just flunked their first test of
the semester.
Okay, now that we all know the law
. Walter Menof the land, why has Dr.
flinger. the Ione psychiatrist on the 13 member National Commission on the
Causes and Prevention of iolence, asked
that reporters for newspapers. TV, and
radio be licensed by an agency similar to
the one that licenses lawyers?
I believe that this suggestion is unconstitutional. Clearly Dr. Menninger must lie
a friend of Presidint Nixon and an YVI-11
bolter friend of the press lambaster. Spiro
Agnew. The national adn l i ll istration
seems bent on applying pressure on the
press in general to keep the pressure of
criticism off itself.
Surely, such a move is opposite to the
view that the press is the one objective
check and balance on the government.
Surely, licensing of reporters will no
more keep the good from the had, than
the licensing of doctors has reduced the
quacks, or the licensing of lawyers has reduced the number of shysters.
Of his suggestion, Menninger said, "This
would not necessarily be a threat to a
free press."
But it certainly would be. What about
freedom of choice as well as the freedom
of press? If reporters were licensed, further bars to the press would follow. Perhaps
the now Agnew-quieted TV networks
should speak up.
It is time the press from coast to coast
stand up and have themselves heard. It
is time for hard-hitting editorials. It is
time for responsible reaction and then
more reaction to Dr. Menninger’s and
Agnew’s position. It is time for some oldfashioned guts from the press.
But we shall not deny either Menninger
or Agnew their rights to the press, for
the press shall be the I ehement promoter
of the freedont of the press for all: even
those who might want to destroy it.
*
*
*
Supreme Court nominee G. Harrold
Carswell is in the news again, and the news
looks had for President Nixon’s second
choice for the Fortas-vacated seat.
Senators Edmund S. Muskie (D-Maine)
and Eugene McCarthy (D-Minn.) have announced their intention to vote no on the
nomination.
The two senators obviously carry a
booming clout in the Senate. Their negative reaction may just trigger a chain reaction of no votes to defeat the man many
called a "shoo-in."
Carswell’s main opposition comes from
civil rights groups. I cannot understand
why the President keeps picking men with
blemished records that many groups cannot support or trust. The Supreme Court
needs trust to be effective.
Perhaps the reason is that Nixon is not
doing the selecting at all, but still repay.
ing political debts to the other president,
Strom Thurmond.
Futhermore, Carswell has yet to convince everyone that he no longer believes
in his 1948 White supremacy speech. Denying it does not help. It will not be easy,
lout that is his problem. Certainly before
a body with the intelligence and influence
of the Senate could affirm a man to the
high court, it needs absolut proof he believes in the Constitut
and all the
amendments.
Adding another blackmark to Carswell’s
record was Representative Patsy T. Mink
(D-Hawaii). Testimony before the Senate
Judiciary Committee revealed that Carswell was one of 10 Court of Appeals
judges who voted against re-bearing an
alleged sex discrimination ease that thinNixon administration now says should be
reversed because it does condone dis.
crimination.
Indirectly. Carswell once again blew it.
suggest Carswell’s nomination be defeated before ha blows a Supreme Court
ease, directly.

T.
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Student Welfare Promoted
By GRADY ROBERTSON
The Office of Academic Affairs is the
latest effort by your student government
to protect and promote the aevilemic welfare of the associated student-.
The Office is charged with the responsibility of coordinating and directing the
academic efforts of the assticiated students.
We have begun by offering.. through the
Department of Political Science. a course
on "Academic Government.- Political
Science 196, designed primarily for students and faculty. involved in the aeade
processes, hut open to all.
The one unit course will consist of
13 sessions, each dealing with a different
go’. manic. and each led
aspect of acadi
by persons knovsledgeable in the particular
aspect.
The class will meet Wednesday evenings.
7-8:30 p.m., in JC 1.1 1. Iti4istration will
be held open thrtinilb the second week
of classes - - you need only attend to add
the class.
This Office is also colleeting information
necessary to offer needed revisions in College policy and curricula.

We will attempt to correct, through the
Academie lllll
or other appropriate
channels, inequitable or unnecessary policies., and institute new and innovative
curricul .
For this we need your help. If you
have any complaints or suggestions, if you
have problems with particular policies, if
you have idea, for a new class, bring them
into our offieis in the College Union.
Many
are uncertain of various
1)111 lull’’ and "lien stiffer unnecessary penalties because
didn’t know where to
go for help. Come to this Office.
Did you know. for instance, that instructors may no longer use attendance as
a criteria for grading? Or that you may
take an incomplete without fear of it con%tiding to an "Fr
This Office will be working on various
alternatii 4’, to the current grading policy;
ill improv ing the library service; on improving stodent-faculty relations on improving the academic welfare of the associated students.
We can help you. And we need your
help. So come in and see us soon.

Poet’s Corner
This Our Earth

A .1 . Public Library

By RANDY BECKMAN
corporate profits railing atmosphere
chemical cancer enveloping, sky
mankind’s factories spelving forth progress
intrapsychic suffocation manifesting hydrocarbon psychosis
as we vomit forth introjected profit
motives
status conscious nausea shrouds our planet
and clear blue sky speaks no more
fleeing self hatred, at :irking naturo.’s hotly
vast oceans absorloing excrement 01 matt
rivers once fresh now transformed monuments of decay
trees once majestic, stand gasping, dying
oil slick abscesses adhering our shores
wildlife sitting helpless. industrial death
slime engulfing
nations’ wealth becoming military madness
as man continues. wheezing
and the insects waiting
to take over

choking

America in the ’60s
By RICH VAN WINKLE
She wore her peach fuzz poorly
while being drenched in billy-club-lorarado

By HARVEY GOTLIFFE
Lecturer, Advertising
January days are heaped high
With roaring chills
That scoot in and out of the avenues
And ride tlie trade winds
Of forty-second street
Past sex in motion
And standing still
!limiting chestnut vendors
l their cheeks glow.
And pretzel benders
Newsstand hawkers
Sidewalk gawkirs
Frigid walkers
Action stawkers.
Scarves front the mystical orient
Only a dollar, from a cardboard box.
Eighty-five cents worth of lunch
From a Mayfair diner.
A thouxura.0id more
For dollies in see-through boxes
In the red awninged store next door.
And there’s a whole lot more
As I drift through life
To the N.Y. Public Library.
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IAt Survival Faire

Former P.R. Executive
Appointed Alumni Head

TODAY
9:00 a.m. Grand Opening of Survival Faire
Film Festival Begins-Keyncte Exhibits Open
10:30 a.m. Panel: "Population Bomb?"
Led by Stephanie Mills, Planned Parenthood. Panelists: Dr. David
Eakins, history, SJS; Mrs. Shirley fladl, Zero Population Growth;
Dr. Grover Stephens, biology, U.C. Irvine.
12:00 noon Congress of Wonders
Hunger Diet in the Hunger Room.
1:30 p.m. Panel: ’Black, Brown and White on Population."
Led by Dr. Herschel Ross, D.D.S. and Humanities 160. Panelists:
Hugh Brady, Ecology Action, San Francisco; Prof. Robert Chris man,

English, San

Francisco State and editor, Black Journal;

Prof. Randall Jiminez, Mexican -American Studies,
John Thomas, systematic biology, Stanford Univ.

SJS;

Prof.

3:30 p.m. "The Brown Man: A Man in Harmony With His Environment." Presented by the Faculty of Mexican -American Studies,
SJS.
7:15 p.m. "Noah’s Ark or Mare A Fracturing Menace."
Short play by students from the Urban High School, San Fran.
cisco.
8:00 p.m. Keynote Address: Dan O’Neill & "Odd Bodkins"
9:30 p.m. Workshops and Exhibits

TOMORROW
9:00 a.m. Film Festival and Keynote Exhibits Open Faire

10:30 a.m. Panel: "Waste of Human Resources."

PAT SPOONER

Respondents: Dr. Hobert Burns, president, SJS, and John Thorne, attorney, San Jose.
Resource Panel: Joan Enright; Richard Hyland, ex-convict;
Stewart Burns, Resistance; Linda Morse, Women’s Liberation;
Morgan Pinney, Gay Liberation; James Edwards, Black college
student; Dr. Ian Court, Technology and Science Committee and
unemployed physicist.

MIKE NEUFELD

Michael P. Neufeld, 27. former
public relations employee with
Pacific Telephone Co., has been
named director of the SJS Alumni Association, it was announced
today by the College’s National
Alumni Presiden t, Patrick
Spooner.
Neufeld will assume his duties
on March 1, following the January resignation of Constance Russell. Miss Russell, after serving
13 months in the post, resigned
to return to the University of
Southern California to complete
work on her master’s degree in
journalism -graphic arts.
"We feel that once a student
receives his letter of acceptance,
he also becomes a member of the
alumni association. Our purpose
is to involve students in our activities, and, by the same token.
Involve the association in student
activities.
"We want to serve students before they graduate. With this in
mind, we selected Mike because
he indicated a willingness to
make the association relevant to
the needs of the student body, as
well as the alumni," surmised

Led by Peter Ellis, Humanities 160, SJS.

12:00 noon Hunger Diet in Hunger Room
1:00 p.m. East Bay Sharks present a ’paper movie" called: "A Man
Named Noah."
3:00 p.m. Film Festival
3:30 p.m. Panel: "Conservation of Natural Resources."
Led by Dr. Thomas Harvey, biological sciences, SJS. Panelists:
Dr. Richard Hartesveldt, biological sciences, SJS; Dr. James
Heath, zoology, SJS; Dr. Gordon Parks, earth sciences, Stanford
University.
7:30 p.m. Panel: "Politics of Ecology."
Led by Tom DeKleinhans, Humanities 160. Panelists: Senator
Al Alquist; Assemblyman Earle Crandall; Don McKay, Metropolitan Associates of San Jose; Norman Mineta, Vice-Mayor of
San Jose.
9:00 p.m. Workshops

Spartaguide
TODAY
Filipino-American Students AP.
sociation (FASA), 7 p.m., Ed. 414.
Cultural week plans to be discussed.
Hiking Club, 7:30 p.m., CH
237. First meeting of the new
club.
Pld Epsilon Kappa, 7:30 p.m.,
Home Ec. 1.
Ski Club. Student Affairs Business Office in CU. Sign-up and
payment of Washington’s Birthday ski trip to South Shore Tahoe.
$21.00 to members and $31.00 to
non-members. Deadline Wednesday,
TOMORROW
French Club, 4:30 to 6 p.m.,
Ed. 229. Meeting and movie "Vacation in France."

day to make reservations by call
ing Mrs. James Grant or Mrs
Gerald Rialson.
Circle K, 12:30 p.m., Cafeteria
A. Men’s International Service
Club welcomes new members.
Black Studies Dept., 1 to 4 p.m.
Two representatives of U.C. Davis Law School to recruit minority students.
Pitrateres International, 330
p.m., CH 308. All interested coeds
are welcome to attend.
Sierra Club, 7 p.m., 1311 505.
All students welcome.
THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
Intention to Pre-rag. Ed. 104A,
143A for fall, 1970: 3:30 P.m.,
Ed. 100. All elementary education
majors must attend this meeting
to pre-reg. these courses.

CUBG’s Dance Rule;
Raised Fees for Union
Persons who are not students
at SJS and who are under 18
years old no longer will be admitted to dances held in the College Union unless accompanied
by someone over 18.
This decision was reached at
last Thursday’s College Union
Board of Governors (CUBG)
meeting, along with a proposal
to raise College Union fees from
$9 to $10 per semester.
After a lengthy debate, the
Board voted 4-3-1 to adopt the
dance policy, which is in accordance with a similar policy
adopted earlier by the College
Union Program Board (CUPB1.
The motion had been tabled
from an earlier meeting to give
interested organizations a chance
to express their views before a
final vote was taken. However.
Rich Ferry, a spokesman for Radical Audio-Visual Experiment
(RAVE 1 and Student Mobilization Committee ISMC) was the
only representative present to
voice objection to the proposal.
Ferry contended that the policy
change would be devastating to
the incomes of groups that rely
upon the attendance of high
school students to make a profit.
CUBG Chairman Steve Lieurance informed the Board that
other colleges had found it profitable to lease Union space to
high school groups for social
events and questioned whether
the new policy would restrict the
possibility of such an arrangement. College Union Director Ron
Barrett replied that it would

SATURDAY
WEDNESDAY
Faculty Wives Club, 12 noon,
Village House, Los Gatos. Inventor Frank Armbruster speaks on
"Confessions of an Under-Achiever" at luncheon meeting. Last

Partial Scholarship
Deadline Today
Today is the last day to apply
for a partial scholarship of up
to $750 for the Community Ambassador Program of the Experiment in International Living.
Applications should be filed
with either Miss Virginia Ellis,
Adm. 242, or Dr. Raymond Stanley, (711 138, campus representatives.
The program allows U.S. citizens below 31 years of age with
30 unit academic average of 13 or better to spend the summer in
one of 40 countries.

LP Correction
Contrary to the Band Contest
story, in the Spartan Daily Friday, KSJS will not give away
LP’s. Capitol Records will donate
them through KSJS. This contest
Is organized by William Wadley
Jr., Cepitol’a re/1101111 represent a
live.

Communications - In - Residence
ICIR), A Day in the Mountains.
For information, see booth on
Seventh Street this week 9:30
a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
DAILY
Orientation Tours of the Library, Library Central, first
floor. 10:30 a.m.. 1:30 and 2:30
p.m. Forty -minute tours to orient
new and returning students.

SERVICE
is our business

%
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Student rates on
Sales and Rentals.
We honor Master
Charge and First
National cards

HUNTER’S
71 E. San Fernando St.
8:30-5:30 daily & 9-4 Sat.
Phone: 294-2091

KIPARTAN D

fikti*
n6 50(r44 IRTr

SEMI-ANNUAL
SALE
Dresses
Wool
Skirts
Stretch
Capris
buy one garment at regular price, choose a second
one of up to equal value
and it’s your’s for 1
SIZE 3-I] & 5-15
USE TOUR BANK CHARGES
OPEN MON. P.
UNTIL 9

THURS, EVES.

VAIIDATOD PARKING

have no effect on such events.
The main complaint lodged against having persons under 18
admitted to dances was that they
often were high on drugs or alcohol and presented a policing problem.

After the dance policy was
adopted the Board heard a report from William Allison, assistant college business manager
and CUBG vice chairman, concerning the College Union budget
and the raising of fees.
Allison reported it is projected
that this year’s College Union
budget will have a $40,000 deficit,
and recommended College Union
fees be raised to $10 to cover the
shortage,
The Board then passed a motion, with one member objecting
and one abstaining, to raise the

fee from the current $9 per semester to $10, the maximum allowable without legislative approval.
The recommendation now goes
to Acting President Hobert Burns
and if approved will be added to
next semester’s fees.
8th Annual

EUROPE
CHARTERS
Spring - Summer
Departing from San
Roundtrips to London
One Way to London

- Fall
Francisco
Only $21S
Only $99

UCNA CHARTERS
2119

Addison St. =4, Berkeley
(415) 845-7500
All money is held in
a bank trust fund

Spooner about the new appointee.
A former disc jockey for radio
station KTIP. Porterville. Neufeld graduated from SJS in 1965.
earning a B.A. degree in journalism.
During the past two years,

Neufeld has served as editor of
Puri ie Telephone’s asetird-wil
tang employee newspaper. For his
work he was named "Industrial
Editor of the Year" in 1968 and
1969 by the Santa Clara County
United Fund.

CLIP AND SAVE THIS SCHEDULE

’A PROGRAM BY STUDENTS TO SERVE
THE STUDENT COMMUNITY"
STUDENT SERVILLS

I

California Stat College students,
faculty, staff and their imnaldiat famIIIs

Avilabl to

JET CHARTERS
F ! ight
#533 Oakland to Amsterdam
Amsterdam to Oakland
1535 Oakland to Amsterdam
Amsterdam to Oakland

Leave June 14
Return Sept. 6
Leave June 17
Return Sept. 19

4538 Oakland to Amsterdam
Amsterdam to Oakland

Leave June 24
Return Aug. 24
Leave July 4
Return Aug. 15

#54I Oakland to Amsterdam
Amsterdam to Oakland

TIA
$289
$289.00
$299.00 71.
$299.00 7

A,

Leave Aug. I
Return Sept. 3
Leave June 13
Return Aug. 29

$299.00 L.

Leave June 15
Return Sept. 7

$289.00 TiA

*537 Los Angeles to Amsterdam
Amsterdam to Los Angeles

Leave June 20
Return Sept. 2

$299.00 TIC.

#542 Los Angeles to Amsterdam
Amsterdam to Los Angeles

Leave Aug. I
Return Sept. 3

#610 San Francisco/LA to Frankfurt
Frankfurt to SFO/LA

Leave June 18
Return July 24
Leave July 9
Return Aug. 7

#542 Oakland to Amsterdam
Amsterdam to Oakland
#532 Los Angeles to Amsterdam
Amsterdam to Los Angeles
#534 Los Angeles to London
London to Los Angeles

#709 SFO/LA to London
London to SFO/LA
*810 SFO/LA to London
London to SFO/LA

$299.00 71

$299.00 TI
Pan Am 74
$385.00
Pan Am 74/
$370.00
Pen Am 7a,
$330.00

#536 New York to London
London to New York

Leave Aug. 10
Return Sept. 10
Loam) June 18
Return Sept. 6

#539 New York to Amsterdam
Amsterdam to New York

Leave June 25
Return Aug. 24

$199.00 TIA

* 70 Oakland to Tokyo
Tokyo to Oakland

Leave June 26
Return Aug. 7

Pan Am 70
$350.00

$199.00 TIA

For complete travel information, ID cards, tours,
rail passes, travel insurance, etc., contact:

LOIS DICKENSON, Campus Representative

Bldg. BB
315 So. Ninth Street
Sponsored by Assc,iaterl Studi.n+,

SJS through

STUDENT SERVICES WEST, INC.
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Spartan Nine Opens Season

Iti7o

It
KEN 1.1
pail3 sport.

ThY
Editor

A new league, a ni a issich and
in opinmsti, out lisik characterize the 1970 edition id S.15’ varsits baseball squad, The Spartans
open what they hope will be their
best season in history today at
2:30 against Cal Poly in San I.uis
Obispo.
Spartan Field is the tentative
site but weather conilitions may

... Starting Catcher

a

deep

pitehing staff.

VET (ORDER
Heading the list of returnees
is senior shortstop Toni (’order.
Corder, Most Valuable Player in
the WCAC last year, batted .350
with

home

seven

runs

eight

A

complete games,

ins Santa Cruz High School. The
right-hander relies on a
strong faotball and hard-breaking
curve.
Gary Ghidinelli, a teammate
of Sorensen on the trash hoop
squad and also front Santa Cruz,
is figured to help out starter

and is an exceptional fielder
Heading up the Spartan pitch-

6-6

ing corps. and silted to see Action tiiday following Fike’s apfreshman

are

pearance,

Mike

Rusk, and possibly Gary Houston
and Al Withol

Hazelhofer behind the plate following the close of basketball

posted a 238

average in 103 innings
and a 1.49 in league play.

earned run

the list of returnees in the starting lineup is
Rounding out

MUP RUSK
Rusk, Sztnta Clara Valley Baseball Player .4 the Year, and Allion,

NurCai

should

be

season.
The Spartans don’t
PCAA play until April 10
Fresno State. Included in
game schedule are 10
headers. the first Feb. 28
University of California

a

ii

0
0

Daily Sports Editor
Nothing succeeds like success and nothing fails like failure.
Losing is no fun. Just ask SJS basketball coach 1/an Guinea.
He’s had Itia ’hare of if this seamen.

I

I

current season e%er got tinders, ay. The name Darnell

I

rso:f Ch e ’fte3

1111
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4."0"9717,71"
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the absence of it

has made

a

nnsv

in the 1970 lineup. unthielitedly

bus difference in Spartan basketball for-

s this seamn).

Uncle Sam plucked the 6-T1/2 all-eonference jumping jack out of school last year, initiating the current prole
\VCwill

lems of Glint’s. Ironically, but not surprisingly. Hillman is cur-

of Iiop-

and has an excellent chance of making the All-Anny touring

rently playing basketball out of the Presidio in San Franciseo

viell.

"’Jr": ."1:-eoc,"/":::_

tre

Somehow

I

I iI56

’s
the I
II than 1 ho
,.,afident S

0

41

or rather
t

II,

problems began before the hear-eompleteil

Actual’s.

ROOKIE MI. \ ttift

I.

JAY FIKE
... Starting Pitcher

By KEN LUT111"

The PCAA is considered one
the top conferences in thrIi Fresno Stale.
s Angeles and Is
In Siate providing tough coin_

kSte. eo or Tcr.e Recorc/er

initiate
against
the 42doubleagainst
Davis.

Ken’s Corner

pish d
;.I-7 record
.nd overall 16-19 slate in 1969.

RENT A TV

g

and

SJS’ improved pitching
second-team All-WCAC
selection last year, Mike slugged
for .323 in 23 games.
Starting on the mound is Jay
Me, senior southpaw who was
7-4 last season. Fike hurled eight
handle

staff

.."...e.e...4.0..t.,:c.:;css,
41

s!

transfers

college

necessitate moving the game to
nearby Municipal Stadium
SOS is in its first year of Pa ill’ coast A7i.1,,,

MIKE HAZELHOFER

[
....000,-/zo

titnism on the return of five
veteran performers who will start
today. a talented group of junior

leant at tryouts in San Diego early next month. If so. Hillman
will travel to Europe and Russia this summer, carrying a busketball instead of a rifle.
A, great as Hillman’s loss was, it must be remembered the

1970 SPARTAN VARSITY BASEBALL TEAM
..

and batted
[rad
i. -, ..ing 24. The

.

i1

in WI
Gary Cunrag lilt Ii I!
a junior wIai was the
,tn leading hitter in
,,n excellent dewith fine speed
-u
rIii. Cunningham was
ri leader in runs scored
iples 131 and stolen bases
1969.

6...."*.Z.G BUGGY

BOB HMIS!. VOLKSWAGEN
plus tax
& license

$2009.03
ICI

AU
LA.A,A

1560 North First San

tlso an out-, . lye bases
..1,1_-_11...t per,
ronom-

ot the Spartan’s starting

Jose

286-8800

THE HCD.t.E OF THE HUMBLE LOVE BUG
lieCtRINIMMEIMM

ioday is senior catcher
I lezelhofer, a heady ball-

I
Yer

who will be counted on to

first baseman Tom McLachlan.
McLachlan posted a .982 fielding
percentage in 33 games and batted
.250.
Also starting today are Larry
Lintz (2B), Raleigh Rhoades
Jim Kilburg (en and right
fielder George Hightower.

de TRANSFERS
Hightower is one of a number
of J.C. transfers Menges is hoping
will carry SJS to its first winning
season since 1961.
Third baseman Rhoades was an
All-Camino Norte Conference selectee at De Anza College and
also an outstanding pitcher in
junior college while Lintz (2B,
from Laney S.C., has great speed

vatic

Spartans also lost the services of play -maker Tim Holman and
steady forward Dick Groves from lasi year’s team. Their loses,
combined with injuries to guards Chris Guenther and Steve

’Jo h.,: to the Spar,

McKean have prevented SJS frosts fielding a consistent, effective backcourt, a definiie necessity for success.

Art OVerPCIWu

I1i I

Jose Cif
en ’ ;!

Glint,’ squad has also suffered through poor shooting and
rebounding. In an attempt to combat the latter, he

.n. from San
a new Gold’
rep,. strikeout
jumping. fastball
.1,1ant of breaking

terrible

replaced pivotman Bernie Veasey with high -scoring forward
Cohy Dietriek and inserted sophomore Dave Dockery. 6-61/2,
into the starting rotation. Dietriek responded wills 35 points
and 34 rebounds in his first outings at the pivot. and Saturday
night broke the SJS single game mark of 32 points ssith a 36.

ibis,
Vithol,
a
former
Foothill
player. may also see duty today
end adds considerably’ to Spartan

digit performance.
But the losing has continued.

pitching depth Another outstanding prospect, Kris Sorensen, cur-

Friday night the Spartans dropped their eighth straight and
their ninth followed Saturday. despite Dietrick’a heroics. In
its initial season of Pacific Coast Athletic Association compe-

rently playing frosh basketball.
was an All-NocCal choice and

MVP in his

tition, SJS has yet to register a victory.
The Spartans have found

league while atiind-

means

drop

to

the

close

games, the home games ;six

1910 SCHEDULE
Date

Opponent

MON. FEB. 16

CAL POLY (SAN LUIS OBISPO)

Sat. Feb. 21

at Hayward State

Fri. Feb. 27

at St. Mary’s

SAT. FEB. 28

CAL DAVIS (2)

seven I,

of

the road games and

the ones they should have, or

Time
2:30
1:00
3:00
12:00

Tue. Mar. 3
FRI. MAR. 6

STANFORD

3:00

SAT. MAR. 7

UNIV. OF PACIFIC (2)

12:00

at U.S.F.

1:00

Tue. Mar. 10

at San Francisco State

2:30

could have won. Glines’ record now stands at 3-17, 0-6 in
PCAA play, and SJS is destined to finish with its worst
mark since he took over
coaching chores in 1966.
Brightest
Spartan

hope

basketball

for

the

future,

however, is freshman Johnnie

FRI. MAR. 13

ST. MARY’S

3;00

TUE. MAR. 17

Skinner. Skinner, an out -ofstater, somewhat of a rarity at

U.S.F.

2:30

SJS,

SAT. MAR. 14

HAYWARD STATE

1:00

point

Wed. Mar. 18

at Santa Clara

3:00

SAT. MAR. 21

SAN FRANCISCO STATE (2)

12:00

MON. MAR. 23

HUMBOLDT STATE

notched

his second 30-

output

of the season
Friday in propelling the frosh
to the first of a pair of week-

1:00

end wins.

WED. MAR. 25

EASTERN OREGON (2)

1:00

SAT. MAR. 28

SANTA CLARA

1:00

With the return of all but
Dietrick and Veasey of the
regulars next wason, and the
addition of Skinner, hopefully the present gloomy court.

Tues. Mar. 31

at California

Sat. Apr. 4

at Stanford (2)

MON. APR. 6
Tue. Apr. 7

3:00
12:00

CLAREMONT
it San Francisco State

2:30
2:30

FRI. APR. 10

*FRESNO STATE

2:30

SAT. APR. 11

*FRESNO STATE (2)

12:00

Tue. Apr. 14

at U.S.F.

Fri. Apr. 17

a+ Los

Sat. Apr. !8
TUE.

APR.

Angeles State

at Los Angeles State (2)
CALIFORNIA

21

Fri. May 1
Sat. May 2

1:00
3:00
12:00
2:30

*a+ San Diego State

3:00

at San Diego State (2)

12:00

FRI. MAY 8

*U.C. SANTA BARBARA

3:00

SAT. MAY 9

DC. SANTA BARBARA (2)

12:00

FRI. MAY 15

LONG BEACH STATE

3:00

SAT. MAY 16

*LONG BEACH STATE (2)

12:00

*Denotes Pacific Coast Athletic Association (PCAA) games.
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IVALUABLE COUPON.:.y..;,
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VIII II

This valuable coupon &
your school identification
card entitles you to a ..

f%
n,,! it laded

on any AM Radio, AMFM Radio, Stereo Tape
Player, Stereo Tapes, iSz
Auto Upholstery At ...

RANDAZZO’S

UPHOLSTERY CENTER
’349 So. Market 293-1920 firs: 8am-6pm, Mon. -Fri.
g
."’I’Veet’eYeeeeee etWift"i’ ,
AUTO MUSIC &

side picture at SJS will sharpconsiderably and make
people fist-get...Darnell Who?

en

Intramurals
Ed Sobczak, director

of intramurals, has announced that there
is room for one more team in the
Independent basketball A division
as a result of the J.C.’s dropping
out of the league.
Any team interested should get
in touch with Sohczak or Steve
Perkey, student director of intramurals, in the intramural office,
MG 121.

In Independent A League basketball action, which opened last
Wednesday night, the Enforcers
’Nock Rodrigues 12 points) defeated the Lucubra t ors I Mike
Duggan 161, 46-38; Gr. Menageri
(Harry Garcia 18) edged Ques
(Jim Johnson 101, 37-36 and Zoo
#1 picked up a forfeit win over
the Vicis.
Tonight’s A League action pits
QUeg against Viris and the Enforcers against Gr. Menageri. B
division play matches Zoo #2

and The Team, while the Panthers meet Wolfpack and the
Bouncers take on Excedraches.

Losing Continues; SJS Drops Two More
By BILL 1:11.11ERT
Daily: Spins Writer
SJS’ Spat bin . .gers eoteinued
ii iii half
to be plagued by a
jinx as .t hey ;hopped two more
encounters, making nine in a row,
last weekend.
On Saturday, the Spartans fell
to San Diego State’s Aztecs 8574 while on Friday they lost a
hard fought contest to Cal State
at Eon:: Beach, 97-81. Both games
were played in Spartan Gy 01.
San Jose i now 3-17 for the
season and 0-6 in PCAA competition.
The chief bright spot tor San
Jose over the weekend was Coby
Dietrick’s school record performance of 36 points against San

,..41.!, t,

..,.. iv.i,

Diego. I ii’ ’trick. oh, at previous
record
high was .tik broke the
of 32 held jointly by Den McCasSon
Inman
and
in
lin in 1045
1949. He scored r in 15 of 25 attempts from the flour and sank
six of eight fire throws. Twi nty
of his markers came in the first
half.
IMO CAREER TOTAL
In addition. Dietries s performance gives him a career total of
1087 points, second among SJS
scoring leaders. Ifs 14 points
against Long Beach FraIity bait
moved him into second. ahead
of S. T. Saffold with 1050 and
Carroll Williams at 1049.
Saturday, SJS ran into foul
trouble as Sun Diego converted

r

- - ----=’ - .

illt1.1
;l’i .1.11h,li
Moraia:.
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foe three-point plays in crucial
situations and hit 27 of 34 from
the free throw line for a blazing
79 per cent.
From the field. the Spartans
had the advantage, converting 33
of 64 field goals while the Aztecs
hit 29 of 57.
SJS played a come-from-behind
game for most of the contest.
Dave Dockery opened the scoring
on a layup with 19 seconds
elapsed and the lead see-sawed
until Aztec guard John Cox hit
15 -toot set shot and a free
throw, followed by JIA. Lavender’s fast breaking layup to open
a five -point lead at 14-9.
The Spartans took the lead
again with nine minutes remaining in the half on Steve McKean’s
20-foot jumper but again lost the
advantage. Sophomore guard
Mike Webb hit two long jump
shots in a row late in the half
to tamp SJS ahead 37-35.

, eluding two
straight ’saint.
three-point play-. I., open a 10 point margin, 61-51,
Behind Dietrick’s 10 points and
forward Pat Hamm’s six, SJS
made a eonteback surge to go
ahead for the last time with 4:12
left. A 10-foot jump shot by Dietrick, which gas’ him 34 for the
game and the new reeord, put
the Spartans all oit.
S.D. AHEAD TO STAY
Aztec center Jon Borchert was
fouled by Rocky Giaieh while
making a bucket and sun vi Ned
the free throw and San Diego
went ahead frii good. In the last
four minutes of the contest the
Alf
/,
San .10, 11-1,
0t

THREE-POINT PLAYS
San Diego then converted two
three-point plays, and missed in
another, in less than 45 seconds,
and went into the locker room at
halftime sporting a 44-41 lead.
SJS quickly jumped back into
the lead in the second half on a
20-foot jump shot by guard Steve
Mortara, two layups by Dockery
and a layup by Dietrich, for a
49-46 advantage, the Spartans’
largest lead of the contest.
San Diego then reeled off 12

including hitting

10

it

1::

free

t h rows.
Leading scorer for snn Ince
v.:is forward Von Jlielibsen. who
conneeted on nine if 11 free
throws ii tat nine ficid goals for
Lavender was next
27
points.
with 15.
Steve McKean, who has hern
out with a bad ankle. followed
Diettick on ith nine, all four field
goals coming front the outside.
San Jose played one of its better games of the season et an
though dropping the decision to
L ong Beach.
The 4Pers, currently leading
the leat;iie with a
record
tugted their conseciii.,
game

1)ot.

winning streak to 1.l ;Md their
overall record to 18-3,
Long Beach. behind the scoring
of ctoiter Grorze Trapp and forward Sani Robinson, kinked as if
it was going to coast It, an easy
win, opening a 30-2(1 lead with
eight minutes left in the half.
COME FROM BEHIND
But San Jose, sparked by the
hustle of forward Rocky Gooch
and the solid play undo rneath of
Hamm and the outside shouting
of Webo. kraitted the score 34-34
with 4:29 left in the half on a
fast breaking layup by Hamm
and went ahad 38-36 a Minute
later on ;moth r Gamin

Long Beach regained the lead
on Rime buckets by Art
45-42
held a
Montgomery
and
lead at halftime.
SJS pulled within one point of
the 49ers in the second half, 5352, on a long jumper by Webb,
but soon lost the momentum and
fell behind.
Hamm had the biggest night
of his career, hitting on 12 of 13
field goals and two free throws
for ’26 points. Dietrick scored 14
anti brought down 16 rebounds,
while Webb also put in 14.
Tuesday night San Jose will
meet the Fresno State Bulldogs
in a it’aglIs. esinteSt in the Spartan Gym. Game time is 8 p.m.
hack

hook Inn ing leave you
TIRED

LPSET

NERVOUS

FRUSTRATED?

Frosh Cagers \Nin Two Games;
Meet Fresno State on Tuesday
By LANE WALLACE
Daily Sports Writer
Having regained momentum
with a pair of weekend wins. the
SJS freshman basketball team
will try to retain that momentum
when it begins a tough the-game
stretch tomorrow night.
The Spartans will meet the
Fresno State frosh at 6 p.m. in
Spartan Gym to open a threegame week. SJS plays at Fresno
Friday and St. Mary’s Saturday.
The Spartans broke a twogame losing streak over the
weekend with a 93-81 win over
the U.C. Davis junior varsity Friday and an 87-69 victory against
the Davis fresh Saturday. The
wins improved the fresh record
to 13-3.
Leon Beauchman, who had
seen little action before being
promoted to the starting lineup
Friday, responded to his starting
ansignment with scoring efforts
of 20 and 24 points and a 75 per
cent field goal shooting average
for the two games. Most of
Beauchman’s scoring came from
close in, where he showed good
moves in going to the basket.
However. Beauchman’s hall handling dft something to he desired, making 10 ball Control errors in the two games.
50-21 LEAD
Beauchman grabbed eight rebounds in each of the games as
the Spartans dominated the backboards. SJS had a tremendous 5021 edge on the Davis .Prs and a
fine 63-45 margin against the
Aggie trash.
Leading rehounders for the
Spartans were forwards Dave
Gainza and Jan Adamson. Gainza
had 21 and Adamson 19. Adamson was moved from center to
make room for Beauchman anti
had trouble adjusting to forward,
although he did rebound well and
continued his fine passing.
"He will take time to adjust to
forward," says coach Stan Morrison of Adamson. The 6-7, 210pounder had trouble making cuts
because of ankle problems.
Johnnie Skinner equaled his
season high against the JV’s Friday with 3f.1 {stints. but dropped
to 12 in limited duty Saturday.
Skinner hit 12 of 24 field goal
attempts Friday, six of them on

HAWAII
SUMMER SESSION WITH

47

$14

Taw

ORIGINAL STUDY TOUR in the PACIFIC
Earn college credits while enjoying
rumour in beautiful Hawhis with the
nationally fomyus Howard Tnurs. 22nd
annual year. Enroll at Univemil, of
S..n
Hawaii Manna Campus or in
Francisco State College c.n.n at
Waikiki where you eliriose pass fail or
alphabetical guiles. With us you live’’
in itawal., not just see it -you person.
ally enjoy the very best of Island Sur.
not just react about it. Price IncluUm
let fOundtrIp from West Chest,
hotelApartmeet with voi./ maid sir,
ice, and moo diversiiiee schedule el
clinfient. Pathos, shows sightseeing,

beach
events, etc.

Vtiv,ties

ii tural

APPLY: AWARD TOURS. INC., 522
Omni Are.; Osialeil, Chtfornie 54110

field goal. Beauehman scored
eight in the first six minutes and
had 16 at intermission. Reserves
saw extensive action in both
halves, but none performed well.
REBOUNDING EDGE
Although they had a tremendous edge in rebounding on the
Davis JV’s, the Spartans wet.’
burned on defense numerous
times as the Aggies went in for
easy shots. Morrison cited the experience and good movement of
the JV’s as the key to the easy
shots.
SJS opened a close game
against the Aggie JV’s when
Skinner hit a hot streak midway
in the first half. When Davis
threatened to close the gap.
Beauchman scored 10 points in a
three -minute span late in the first
half and SJS had no worries after
that.
Guard Gary Ghidinelli scored
15 points and Dave Paul had five
rebounds, playing a brief span
at center late in the game.
Skinner continues to lead the
team in scoring with a 21.1 average, while Adamson is the leading percentage shooter and rebounder.

COOL IT
;La the

cpartatt gook:it-0/v
"IN THE COLLEGE UNION"

15 cash Registers
to serve you fast

25% savings on
used books

All sales guaranteed
through March 2

All supplies at
lowest cost in area

carrier, too! It’s easy!

MEET THE
CARD CARRIERS!

DO IT NOW!
YOU’LL WANT TO
JOIN THEM

.-.cliSsawver

Jan Adamson

STUDENTS
OVERSEAS LEARNING
FUN AND ADVENTURE

DAYS

$598
Plus

HOWARD TOURS

cruises,

jump shots front the corners.
The Spartans u4ed fine shooting and excellent passing to jump
to a 42-15 lead against the Davis
Fresh. Eight times in the first
half it good pas, led to a Spartan

Learn through experience with the oldest and
I argest international
school system. For cornplete program catalog
call: Joyce Rawers at
368-6245 or write:
FOREIGN STUDY LEAGUE
UNIVERSITY
3713 BRANDY ROCK WAY
REDWOOD CITY, CA. 94061

Have you spotted the
card carriers? They’re all
over town, all over the
world, and they’re pretty
hard to miss. They’re the
people who are having
more fun and spending less
money because they
carry their Student Priviege Cards everywhere
they go.
Card carriers get free
food coupons good at
thousands of national franchis restaurants! Discounts
of from 10 to 40% at some
of America’s largest hotel
and motel chains! Big savforeign
ings on new cars
and domestic! Huge discounts at sports events,
plays, films and museums!
Tremendous savings on
records, tapes and books!
Discounts from local merchants on clothes, gas,
shoe repairs, flowers, caneverydy practically
thing! They get lots of free
samples, too!
Being a card carrier is
almost as good as being
independently wealthy
and now you can be a card

If you hurry, you can even
save on the card! You’ll get
your laminated Privilege
Card and all the great
benefits that go with it
for
.
. $3.00
instead of the usual 4.00!
Local Merchants Now
Honoring Student
Privilege Cards:

izketaaz,zrw/

NOW AV %IL 4BLE AT SPARTAN BOOKSTORE

BASCOM AUTOMOTIVE
ELECTRIC
438 S. Bascom
THE BEAUTE SUITE
5419 Camden Ave.
CARRIAGE CLEANERS
1433 Branham Lane
DEPENDABLE
TRANSMISSION SPECIALISTS
452 W. San Carlos
LICURSI’S BARBER
& STYLING SHOP
421 E. Santa Clara
LO MONACO’S JEWELERS
2904 Alum Rock Ave.
REAGAN STATIONERY
& PRINTING CO.
3739 Madeline Dr.
S8S MART ANNEX
2713 Union Ave.
BILL DEAN GOODYEAR
San Carlos & Third Street
SPARTAN HOUSE
San Carlos & Fourth Street
FOREIGN AUTO PARTS
1695 W. San Carlos
SHAKEY’S PIZZA PARLOR
580 Meridian
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rimmnim News Briefs

One Student’s
View of SDS
Its tiAitt
pails Stan Writer
What is it that ta US(’ ii Si u dent to .join the SDS"
In the case of Bob Regan
I that’s Regan, not Reagan’ there
were many factors. Regan is a
member of the workers Student
Alliance WSA segment of SDS.
"I joined in November, just before the recruiting demonstration. My father works for Food
Machinery Corporation i FMC)
which was one of the industries
which sent recruiters to San Jose.
When I found out that SDS was
going to do something about the
recruiters I wanted to get involved."
Regan joined SDS just before
the demonstration but his leanings toward the SDS philosophy
did not come about spontaneously. "I was against the war. I
knew the system wasn’t right. It
was all brought to a focal point
when I found out that FM" was
one of the companies that the
SDS would be demonstrating
against.
"I just felt that I wanted to
try and be more active in planning rather than just following
along with what someone else
was doing against the war."
Asked about his personal view
as to just exactly what SDS is
striving to do in America, Regan

Indulge
yourself
this spring
with The look is now. Clean easy
Cactus Casuals lines. Colors exhilarating
and Fortrel - as San Francisco’s famed
Chinatown. Tailored with our customary
precision. Fortrel polyester blended with
vaned other fibers to keep you comfortably
unflappable. For nearby stores
write Don Duncan, m seip
Box 2468, South
AUTTIS
San Francisco,
California 94080

I,
CASUALS.

JAPAN

29
DAYS

899

SUMMER a COLLEGE CREDITS
SAN FRANCISCO STATE COLLEGE
In depth vacation enjoyment and study
of Japan’s history, politics, economics,
education, religion and arts. SFSC pro.
lessor administers classes, but lectures
are by leading Japanese educators.
Enroll for credit or as auditor, and request pass fail or alphabetical grades.
Price includes Oakland ’Tokyo roundtrip via jet charter flight (based on
100% Occupancy), first-class hotels,
train and motor coach Japan travel,
transportation and admission to Expo
’70, extensive sightseeing, guides.
baggage handling, tips, transfers, etc.
Hong Kong optional. Land arrangements operated by:

HOWARD TOURS

OF OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA
APPLY: Institute of International
Studies; 522 Grand Avenue, Oa’, and,
CA 94610

Laird: ’Vietnam Progressing
compiled from Associated Pry**
At the end of his three-day
inspection visit sat South Vietnam,
U.S. Lkiense Secretary Melvin It,
Laird declared "solid progress"
an President Nixon’s pLi t to Vicinamize the war.
Spx niiini; to newsmeii
at Saigon’s Tan Son Nhut A):’port, Laird warned. however, that
the president’s plan "will not be
free of hard knocks and some
disappointments."
In regards to recent raids against North Vietnamese gun and
missile positions, newsmen pressed Laird to define test net ions
placed on U.S. airmen firing at
targets outside South Vietnam.
Laird sidestepped their questions but said "the primary governing nile is the safety and se-

’coned, "I feel the goal of the
SDS is to abolish capitalism in
the United States, to stop exploitation of the workers, to end
exploitation overseas, and to establish a socialistic state in this
country."
Regan stressed he believes an
alliance with workers is necessary if students are to be successful in making what he considers necessary changes. "We
want to ally workers with students and try and start a mass
movement in this country. Students can’t do it alone -- it has
to be a combination effort."
Regan claims that the SDS is
actually accomplishing something. "Since I’ve joined we’ve
worked with trying to stop recruiters, we’ve informed people
on campus of the General Electric strike, and we’ve tried to
show the real capitalistic causes
of the Vietnam war."
The Vietnam war is one of the
major objects of criticism by the
SOS. Regan says, "We’ve just
been trying to point out that we
shouldn’t be in Vietnam and that
it is morally wrong to be there,
whereas the so-called liberal people in this country just want out
because we are not winning in
the economic sense."
Describing his group’s goals
Regan said, "We’re also trying to show where racism in this
country is blatant. Actually, our
main work is defined in our title
’Workers Student Alliance.’"

The Black Students Union this
week, the week of Huey P. Newton’s birthday, will commemorate
all Black militants who have been
exiled from or imprisoned in this
country.
Starting with a 12:30 p.m.
rally today on Seventh Street,
the BSU-sponsored events include
an unconfirmed showing of films
Tuesday and Wednesday, a second
Seventh Street rally Thursday,
and a proposed boycott of classes

Dt.spi’e early morning rain,
about a dozen anti-pollutionminded SJS students attacked
beer cans, broken glass and other
pollutants in an attempt to
gather, as well as clean up, debris

1

That’s why we have a twoyear Rotation Program for
graduating engineers who
would prefer to explore several
technical areas. And that’s why
many of our areas are organized by functionrather than
by project.
At Hughes, you might
work on spacecraft, communications satellites and/or tactical missiles during your first
two years.
All you need is an EE, ME
or Physics degree and talent.

You may select specialized jobs, or broad systemstype jobs. Or you can choose
not to change assignments if
you’d rather develop in-depth
skills in one area.
Either way, we think
you’ll like the Hughes approach.
It means you’ll become
more versatile in a shorter
If you qualify. we’ll arrange for time.
1
you to work on several different (And your
HUGHES :
assignments.. .and you can salary will L
.. r,
help pick them.
5110W it.)
H.’’’.
V111101411

For additional information,
please contact your College
Placement Director or write:
Mr. Robert A. Martin
Head of Employment
Hughes Aerospace Divisions
11940W. Jefferson Blvd.
Culver City, California 90230
U.S. Citizenship is required
An equal opportunity employer

’Southern’ California

The attorney generals from
three southern states were given

XEROX COPIES
30

Open 7 Day A Week
Weekday ’Til 9 p.m.

CAMPUS
COPY
480 S. 10th near William
San Jose 295-7778

and rally at San Jose City Hall
Friday.
Carol Rurker, BSU secretary
of information, said speakers are
tentative but members of the
Black Panther Party. SOS, and
Mexican-American Student Coalition (MASC) are expected to
participate.
One of the new issues dealt
with during the week will be the
conviction and jailing of 14 Black
students at San Fernando Valley
State,
But Miss Rucker said, "We’re
just trying to get the students
at SJS aware that there are
political prisoners, not all Black."

Calendar
MONDAY and TUESDAYSalthog Club Exhibit and Fritterpart lecture series on ecology
tilty Exhibits on Seventh Street.
WEDNESDAYFirst of a six presented by San Jose City College in the ’San Jose City Council Chambers. Dr. Norman
Sanders, professor of oceanfngrapht at UCSR, will speak
on "Pollution: The Problem
and How to Fight It."
THURSDAYThe Foothill College Drama Dept. presents
"The Long Road Home" at
8:15 in the College Theater.
The play will run through the
weekend.
Delaney, Bonnie, and Friends
of Erie Clapton. The New York
Rock and Roll Ensemble, and
the Golden Earring will be appearing at the Fillmore Welt
through Stuiday.
FRIDAYFriday Flicks presents
"Prudence and the Pill" In
Morris Dailey Auditorium at
7 and 10 p.m. Admission will be
50 cents.
"Robin Hood," a ehildren’s play.
will be presented by the SJS
Drama Dept in the College
Theater at 8:15 pan. Admission
will lo. Si for st iidents and $2
for the general public. Repeat
performance on Saturday.
SATURDAYThe Eastman Brass
Quintet will present a concert
at 8:15 p.111. in the College
Union. Admission for SJS students Is free. $1.50 for faculty
and staff. and $2 for the general public.

CAMPUS
INTERVIEWS
March 5
Contact College Placement
Office to arrange interview
appointment.

Ridiculous?
In an opinion expressed Friday, through Press Secretary
Paul Beck, Gov. Reagan called
Superior Court Judge Albert Gitelson’s order to fully integrate
Los Angeles schools "utterly ridiculous."
Concerning President Nixon’s
support for the same rules of desegregation in the north and
south. Beck said Reagan would
withhold comment until he has
time to study the plan thoroughly.

Marines Jailed
Following an assault on a Camp
Pendleton, Calif. barracks, 15
Black Marines were charged Friday with either destroying government property or assault, according to a Marine spokesman.
The men have been in the base
correctional center since the 90
minute incident Wednesday night.
Approximately 35 men stormed
the barracks smashing windows,
breaking furniture and fighting.
Thirty Marines, both Black and
White, suffered minor injuries
during the attack.

’Lost Soldier’

The case of Pfc. Scott Maclane, the "lost soldier" who wants
his discharge after spending 16
months of his two-year enlistment at home in Woodland,
Calif., was taken under submission Friday by U.S. District
Court Judge Gerald S. Levin in
San Francisco,

RTNC Starts
Programming
SJS’ Radio-Television News
Center (RTNC) begins its spring
semester programming tonight.
KSJS-FM, 90.7, the campus
radio station, will start broadcasting at 6 p.m. with Spartan
Newsline, a round-up of world,
national, and local news.
Following Newsline, SJS students will have the opportunity
to hear five-minute documentary
programs which have won awards
in state competition. Programs
to be aired this week deal with
the Dow Chemical recruitment
disturbance, the AFT strike, and
the attempted seizure of the KSJS studio.
At 6:25 p.m., Spartan Focus
will be aired. This is an in-depth
study of a campus or community
problem produced by RTNC.

MEET YOUR KIND OF PEOPLE

Jewish Students’ Center
17 tio. Filth Strpet

g.

permission Friday to intervene
as friends of the court in the
Pasadena school desegragation
case.
The representat i yes’ from LA alisiana, Alabama and Mississippi
met with District Court Judge
Manuel Real for nearly an hour
behind closed doors before emerging to file their briefs in the case.
Pasadena has until Feb. 18 to
file to plan to implement full integration of the city’s schools by
September.
Attorney General A. F. Summer of Mississippi told newsmen
following the meeting that he and
his colleagues were intervening
with the hope of forcing a uniform federal timetable for school
integration.
They complained that while
Pasadena has been given until
September to integrate, their
states were ordered to do so immediately.

Come relax and enjoy the friendly atmosphere
of your college community. Come and get involved, or learn all about the Jewish student
groups. Information is available for all who
want to know.

Some of the current openings at Hughes:
Microwave & Antenna Engineers
Electro-Optical Engineers
Microcircuit Engineers
Space Systems Engineers
Missile Systems Engineers
Guidance & Controls Engineers
Spacecraft Design Engineers
Weapon Systems Engineers
Components & Materials Engineers
Circuit Design Engineers
Product Design Engineers

from a portion of Coyote Creek
Friday morning.
The city of San Jose had promised the students a truck to haul
away the waste, but city officials
retracted their promise when the
rain caused creek banks to become potential eroders if the students trampled the banks.
At 9:30 a.m., garbage cans in
hand, the students began their
clean-up. At one point, a woman
from across the street happily
brought everyone apples in appreciation of the students’ efforts.
The waste gathered from the
creek will be used to form an
ecology exhibit to be on display
In the College Union during the
Survival Faire.

Free Sorting
Thesis Bond lc More
6 colors to choose
Legal or 3 -Hole Punched
At No Extra Charge

Neither do we.

curity of the American forces,
and protective reaction puts the
primary emphasis on the safety
of Our men... Now if the North
Vietnamese violate the supposed
understanding of a year ago, over
a year ago, the consequences of
their violation as it relates to the
theory of protective reaction is
something that they should bear
in mind."
Newsmen were attempting to
determine whether Americans
were permitted to strike across
the frontiers only if first fired
on or if they had the right of preemptive fire, to strike If they believed they were in danger of
being fired on.

BSU Pays Tribute
To Political Prisoners

Coyote Creek Trash
Attacked by Students

Do you think
a bright young engineer
should spend
his most imaginative years on
the same assignment?

111111111111111191111111 :11111111I1111111111111111111!11111111111:111;111111:

CONFRONTATIONLast semester’s confrontation
between students and off.
campus recruiters in the College Union is an example of
the violence Arthur Schlesinger
discusses in his book, "Violence: America in the Sixties."
Schlesinger feels that violence
is a disease that is on the upswing in this country, and must
be subjected to formal recognition before it can be cured.
Violence has been especially
apparent in the events of the
last five years with the increase
of camous and racial strife.
Strikes, gun control and controversy, assassinations and
rioting are further examples
of this new trend.

Children’s Play

’Robin Hood’ To Open
Lon liloretton, who plays Much,
Its sTEYE SWENSON
the Miller’s son. has choreoDully PIntertainment Writer
graphed the musical numbers
Bolan Hood. the good thief, will
while Charles Riddell, seen as
be brought to action in the SJS
Adam o’ the Dell, doubles as the
College Theatre in a children’s
musical director.
play. "Robin Hood." to be seen
Authentic costumes have been
on Feb. 20, 21, and 26 through
designed by drama student Linda
28.
Poole under the supervision of
Dr. Courtaney P. Brooks, proProfessor Berneiee Prisk, while
fessor of drama, produced the
Professors J. Wendell Johnson
play "to give the children someand Kenneth R. Durst are responthing beautiful they won’t foraet.
sible for the setting and lighting
’I’u do this," Dr. Brooks ad&d.
respectively.
"there must be music."
Dr. Brooks adapted the play
from a popular 1890 opera entitled "Robin Hood" by Reginald
DeKoven.
Richard Allen, sophomore drama major, arranged the music for
a 17-piece orchestra from a vocal
score. He also wrote additional
music for the play including five
new songs, and he rewrote some
of the original music.
VOLUNTEERS
There will be an orchestra,
composed entirely of volunteer
students from the Music Department, to play for what is essentially an opera for children.
A tape of the performance has
been requested by a nationally
recognized music publishing comMonday, February 16, 1970
pany, because there is no music
in print and they are interested
in Allen’s work.
In addition to the music orchestration, Allen will play the part
of Robin Hood.
The story takes place during
12th century England when the
Norman’s were the ruling class
and the Saxons were the villeins
Everyone seems to be taking a
or freemen who were poor and
part in the Survival Faire and
oppressed by their rulers. The
the Art Department is no excepSheriff of Nottingham, one such
tion. Professor Robert Freimark’s
ruler, had almost absolute power
water color class will have a pregranted from the kind for his
district. The Sheriff and his bowsentation of ecological water colmen terrorized the land near
ors. The staging of the water
Sherwood Forest.
color display will be on the third
HunningEarl
of
the
Robert,
floor of the College Union in the
ton, changed his name to Robin
entry way.
Hood and led a band of "outlaws"
The 38 students in the class
to combat the sheriff,
have been working on this project
ZAP!
since last semester. According to
Prof. Freimark, "the obligation
The celebrated archery contest
of the class was to select one
will be seen. It pits the Sheriff’s
best bowmen against a blind begof the particular ecological isger, who, of course, is really
sues or another similar problem,
research it in depth with supRobin Hood. Later the Sheriff
porting materials in all media
and his men disguise themselves
available, and find ways to build
as Tinkers and come to Shera series of works to describe the
wood Forest to capture the band
of Merry Men.
human dilemna." This is how the
The play is filled with singing,
class got the title of "Ecological
dancing, archery contests, fights
Watercolors."
The instruction that the stuand tumbling to attract and hold
dents received was to "present a
the attention of the child audibroad spectrum of the present
ence. There will be real arrows
dilemna from oil slick to waste
used, but the targets will be offstage and fixed targets will be of the human being." The water
colors were to be of the size,
brought on stage for the outcolor, media and style that was
come. Everyone will stay alive
after the sword fights too.
most conducive to the particular

Included in the cast are Carol
Brolaski as Maid Marian, Steven
Chastain as Little John, Mark
Ammerman as Alan a Dale. and
Phil Fouts as Friar Tuck, Richard Brown will play the Sheriff
of Nottingham.
Performances will be Feb. 20,
26 and ’27 at 4 p.m. and Feb. 21
and 28 at 10:30 a.m. and 2 p.m.
Admission will be $1 for adults
and 75 cents for children. Tickets
are available at the SJS Theatre
Box Office from 1 to 5 daily.

By KEN WOOD
Special to the Daily
In his 96-page paperback, "Violence: America in the Sixties "
Publitzer-prize winning historian
Arthur M. Schlesinger creates a
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subject and its demands.
Once all of the water colon
were completed a jury of some
of the students selected the
paintings to go into the show.
The four students that composed
the jury were Wallace I3ostein,
Stephen Hughes, Jeanne Schneider and Dorothy Timourion,
The display will be in the College Union today through Friday.

Montalvo Center
Offers New Class
Dr. Dale Harris, Stanford’s
1969 professor of the year, will
teach "Makers of Modern Drama," a new morning class to be
offered at Villa Montalvo in
Saratoga.
The eight week class begins
Feb. 19 and will be held Thursdays from 10 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
The course will cover modern
drama from Ibsen to Pinter and
Beckett.
Further information concerning
registration is available at Villa
Montalvo, 867-3421.

WHERE
IS
HAWAII?

You ought to go to Hawaii, now, while
it’s still there.
If your family won’t send you just to goof around,
maybe they’ll send you for the University of Hawaii
Summer Session.
If you’re 17 to 25, Adler University Study Tours will
arrange 6 weeks in Hawaii for you. We handle everything
except registration and classes (although we’ll advise
you on those, if you wish) at a moderate price.
Send in the coupon, and we’ll send you a free book,
called "Where is Hawaii". It’s a beautiful book.
We think you’ll like it, and if after reading it you
want to go, we’ll handle the arrangements.
Airlines err available for those registering of fig

Round trips 5133 from Son Francisco ...PIO fromn LA.

Of
You
Survive . . .
Together.
Send
Her

concise and stinging analysis of
this contemporary disease. And
he is about as subtle as a sledgehammer.
The book’s main thrust is directed at America’s self-righteous and moralistic attitudes toward violence and its inability to
recognize that there is a bad side
to this country which threatens
to destroy it internally. Schlesinger extols the nation’s virtues,
lest anyone think him ungrateful
to be living here, but he says we
must put in perspective how the
country looks to the youth here
and to the rest of the world in
light of the events of the last
five years. America’s "goodness,"
according to the historian, is nullified by its arrogance and refusal to acknowledge its violent
strain.
CONCRETE
Two major reasons, he says, for
the violence of this decade are
that we have been at war continuously for a generation, causing a "subtle militarization of
our life and thought," and the
zest with which the mass media
dwell on violence. Both these
elements tend to make people
insensitive to pain and killing
and they devalue human life.
Schlesinger gets down to the
"nitty-gritty" when he states
that the nation is not seeing itself as it is, and that "self- knowledge is the indispensable prelude

tu self-control." Ile calls for recognition of the "destructive impulse" and efforts by each of us,
especially intellectuals, to control
it and to act with reason. However, he is practical in realizing
that there will never be a totally
non-violent society, according to
Freud, since aggression is an organic part of the human condition.
MAJOR REASONS
The writing is clear, concrete,
and unpretentious. It is also
amazingly free of the high-minded

Student Stars

Flowers.

frequently
ambiguity
which
plagues "intellectuals."

-Toever3

Several enlightening sections
are included on our violent heritage, gun control, alienated youth.
the Blacks and the New Left.
Schlesinger provides many interesting and important insights into
the effects of violence on this
generation, using statistics and
analogies to get his points across.
Curiously, a discussion of law
enforcement and the role of the
police is missing.

y
’ewe Marie
9th & Santa Clara
Prone: 294-4321

Even with the brevity, this is
a welcome contribution to the
current dialogue on where we are
headed if our violence continues.

Two SJS drama majors, Lee
Kopp and Kathleen Wilson, are
starring in the San Jose Light
Opera production of "The Fantasticks." The show is alte,ing at
the Montgomery Theatre Feb. 20
and 21 at 8:311 p.m.
Other SJS students in the cast
nrc Lynn McKee, Gary Sacco, Ed
Creen and Mike DePonzi. The
production staff includes George
Costa, Richard Nelson and James
Jacobs.

JUDY COLLINS
IN HER FIRST
SAN JOSE APPEARANCE

SATURDAY
FEB. 21 8 p.m.
SAN JOSE
CIVIC AUDITORIUM
Tickets $3.50-$4.50-$530

MOVIE
POSTERS

COMICS
Thousands upon thousands
of items available.

SAN JOSE

BOX OFFICE
912 TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE (next to Fox Theatre)
246-1160

MARVEL GALAXY
40 E. San Fernando St.
293-3711

Open Mon. his Fri. II ts 531, Sat.111 31 3:10

Will there be survival. . . even for the fittest?
AN ALTERNATIVE FUTURE FOR AMERICA
THE AMERICAN ENVIRONMENT
THE BIOLOGICAL TIME BOMB
THE DESTRUCTION OF CALIFORNIA
THE FRAIL SEA
THE HIDDEN DIMINSION
NATURE & MAN’S FETE
POPULATION BOMB
POPULATION, EVOLUTION & BIRTH CONTROL
THE QUIET CRISIS
THE REDWOODS
THE SEA AROUND US
SILENT SPRING
THE SUBVERSIVE SCIENCE
UTOPIA OR OBLIVION
VOICES FOR THE WILDERNESS

ROBERT THEOBALD
RODERICK NA.SH
GORDON TAYLOR
RAYMOND DASMANN
WESLEY MARX
EDWARD HALL
GARRETT HARDIN
PAUL EHRLICH
GARRETT HARDIN
STEWART UDALL
KRAMER ADAMS
RACHEL CARSON
RACHEL CARSON
DANIEL MeKINLEY
R. BUCKMINSTER FULLER
WILLIAM SCHWARTZ

THESE TITLES AND MANY MORE AVAILABLE AT

I WANT IT.
NAME
ADDRESS
STATE.......ZIP
SCHOOL

The Two

Schlesinger Sees ’Nifty-Gritty’
Of America’s Violence in the ’60s

Art Class Will Display
Ecological Water Colors

Chrter flights by
University of

Be Sure

AGE

Adler, Duncan 6, Pierce Travel Associates
414 Clement St., Suite 6, San Francisco 94111
317-1000

_

CAL BOOK
134 E. SAN FERNANDO

$1.95
$2.95
$1.25
$1.50
$ .95
$1.45
$ .95
$ .95
$2.95
$ .95
$ .95
$ .95
$ .95
$5.95
$1.25
$1.25
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A Hairy Question
A Fad or a Rebellion
FRED

Ry
HEMP’S’
Daily Feature Waiter
I’m hairy noon and night:
I’m hairy high and low: Don’t
ask me why ’cause I don’t know."
The song is from the musical
"Hair.- The lyrics are, for the
most part, symbolic of a very
hairy era.
Most people agree that the
Beatles started the long hair
craze. but in the past few years
the abundance of hair on many
young people has become the
American way of life, the trademark of youth,

deal with the public and you have
long hair!
Long hair has had a notable
effect on segments of our emonomy. Head bands were virtually
unheard of four years ago. Haircuts have increased as much as
80 cents in the past three years.
(’arm Cogliandro, junior music
major and part-time barber at
the Collegian on East Williams

chop who thinks he’s going to
capture another scalp or something."
Mate students with short hair
simply feel comfortable that way.
A few students, and possibly
Many, such as Gary Yee, senior
mechanical engineering major,
have to "keep up the good image
with the folks."
Steve Hartman, junior history
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IN NEW STUDENT
BUILDING

C.

2c:

AUTOMOTIVE.(21
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BOOKSTORE

!
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An experimental Psych. 5 class,
meeting on Tuesday and Thursday, needs more students. About
150
although there is room
for 450
are needed. Dr. Jay
Rusmore is instructor,
The basic objective of the
course is to compare three styles
of learning: lecture, discussion
(groups of three or four students), and "challenge."
The "challenge" students will
read on their own and take
exams when they are ready. The
others prepare for a single comprehensive exam. No one fails.

your bookseller

BUY:

PRUDENCE AND THE Pll L E:dey FeL
P M. 5C

major, has short hair because he
has a habit of grabbing the hair
on his neck when it starts to got
long.
Reasons for long hair range
from "it’s natural" to "it’s my
own thing." Jay Lewis, graduate i
psychology major, views his hair,
as a symbol of moral strength.
an identity that, in a physic,!
sense. "Samson lost with his haircut."
Perhaps a sign of the future is
noted by long-haired advertising
major, Dennis Tsubahara, who za,..
plied to the question of why his
hair was so long - - "I really
hadn’t noticed it,"

Psych Class Has Openings

1:1 at

agers $1.00. .1. Rages, 85.08 248th St.,
Jamaica N.Y. 11426.
CHARTER FLIGHTS, Oakland to Lon.
don 5288 leaves June 20 returns Aug.
20. Fight to Hawaii: Mar. 21-28 $215.
includes flight fare and accommodations. Flight to Acapulco: Mar. 14.21,
Mar. 21.28, Mar. 28 -Apr. 4. Price $275
S.F. to Acapulco includes flight fare
plus accommodations. Contact Gary
Hewltt 297-9976.
iCTIGA & MEDITATION.-Tuss. & Ti ..5
70 Hawthorne W.1
eve
2 85 5.ta E. Alexandrou._
DO YOU WANT TO BUILD a Christi,
Neuman Center -

WANTED TO

BEFORE AND AFTER

..ss"

PERSONNEL SPECIALIST

WANTED ACOUSTICAL GUITAR

Street, says haircuts have dropped off as much as 40 per cent
in the past two years, causing
the increase in prices.
The legal authorities look at
long hair from a personal standpoint. There are no laws prohibiting long hair, but many students, both long and short -haired,
feel that there is a definite brand
placed upon the student with long
hair.
A San Jose policeman said that
he does not discriminate against
long-haired people as long as they
don’t smell, Said on unidentified
student, "Too often I find myself
tailed for miles by some pork-

Avail 01
Cliff’
Oven 175.lri
set ye..
Dealisr ; ,
or use
coupon

ANNOUNCEMENTS (11

, JOIN THE STUDENT INVASION OF
st.dent x,our ,n ..de5
’ HAWAII.
;
5 islands a car voyage on a

brr is gone and has been
replaced with genuine mon. I
sonIng sprinkled with a La n,,eli.ssat?sfaction with what youth
is "supp.,ted" to be.
A great emphasis has been put
on ,
length o’ mon s
hair. You probably -.vois t
intieh ot .t future in meg
with shml I ir. Chances ay.: you
will get a haircut if you ever
have to make an appearanoe before your draft Isu,rd. Have you
ever tried to get a job where you

Help In
Literatke:,

Spartan Daily Classifieds

Reed’ Solicits
Creative Writing
The Reed, a campus literary
magazine published through the
English department in May, is
soliciting contributions from all
students.
Photographic and art contributions are sought as well as manuscripts of short stories, essays,
poems, and one-act plays.
Manuscripts should be submitted 1,, the English Department
Office, Fr )102,

CHEV. 64 Impala SS. Radio, Htr. Auto
Ira- For, Steering Brakes. New Tires,
Brakes. $600 941.1255 Eves.
’68 MALIBU yellow/blk. Inf. Top. 327
T, a Warranty. $2250 or trade
;5 ’vi-ler car. 797-7426 aft. 5.
STEP VAN, 62 Intl, Peri. Mech. Cond.
_
.
36 S. 5th St. 286-5806, 248Message, 6 p.m. is best.
, ,
65 TOYOTA LAND CRUISER in top
; ;
r e top. reblt
j
14)5 324-1996.
_
HOUSE TRAILER - i835 Perfect Condi.
865i. C
257-8028.
DODGE CUSTOM CAMPER - 1953
tsi, ,
inU0.00. Call 257-8028.
TRiUMPH 68 250, 5000 miles. New
’1.nt. $500 or best offer. Call Dale
4188,
’61 ALFA ROMEO SPIDER VELOCE
$750 or offer. 258.7434 after

,

S! 1

d. 6 c,1

63 FALCON

New

i- :0. 75’i;

I

(4 1.1 O I IC0
Ian. P. .
I
-1
Psych. 5 undertakes an
mental study of teaching
O 53 DODGE 330 New fires, battery,
to best solve the problem oi
$600 or best offer. Call 287lating with students in a small
or medium-sized group when
PRUDENCE AND THE PILL Friday Feb.
teaching psychology.
st3 P.M. 50c
Interested students should at- 2
tend the class tomorrow at 9:30 VW REPAIR:
il! or Used
5 Parts. I will
a.m. in Morris Dailey.
VW. Call
292.3768.

Career Days Set
For March 7, 14
I.:ducational Career Days will
he held on consecutive Saturdays,
March 7 and 14, in the College
’Ilion Ballroom, Representatives
frinn 73 school districts will interview teacher candidates for the
1970-71 school year.
Teacher candidates are urged
to sign up for interview appointments in the Career Planning
and Placement Center, 122 S.
Ninth St. front Fels. 25 through
March 4 (min 9-5 p.m.
Forty-six
additional
schools
will he represented on a second
Educational Career Day, April 11,
Sign ups for thi second day will
run April 1-8,

CHEESEBURGER, FRIES AND
SMALL DRINK (Coke. Orange, or Root Beer)

PROFESSOR’S WIFE reed, c.c.thr’s
atternoons. Light housework and
Car necessary. References.
’
252.3501.
INSIDE SALES good salary. Start today.
22 ,r. a week Work until summer. Ap.
ply 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. 210 S. lit St. Rm.
207.
COOK NEEDED: Five nights a week for
seven men. Saiary open. 293.5933.
CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE WANTED:
Unlimited Comrns., No Investment, No
poperwork. Write for information to:
Miss Barbara Kumble, College Bureau
Manager, R.C.O.A.. 270 Madison Ave.
New York, N.Y. 10016.

I LOOKING FOR A PLACE TO LIVE?
There is space in the college resider:.
halls. Applications may be picked sa2 r
the Housing Office 319_ S. 5th St. #6.
MALE NEEDS APT. starting A.S.A.P.
Willing to share. Near campus prefer
own bedroom. See or Call Bob Kotch.
680 S. 8th St. #5 293-7337.
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED - 2
bdr. 2 bath. Heated pool. 555 So. 10th
#21. Call 287-7682.
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share
2 bedroom apt. with three others across
from school. $52.50 mo. 297-7930.
COZY HOUSE close to campus needs
one female roommate. Own room. $38
S. 8th St., San Jose.

HOUSING IS)

470 APARTMENT needs Female Roommates Immediately. Phone 287.3606.
2 FEMALE ROOMMATES needed - to
are I bdrm. apt. $50/inc. 357 E. San FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to
ornando #1, Call Kathy, 286-5673.
share I bedroom apt. $65, mo. Call after
I WANT to share an apt. starting Feb. 5 p.m. 287-8058.
I, 1970. Near campus, prefer own bed- HIGH RISE CONTRACT for sale. In.00rri. Write or call Bob Kotch, 7303 terested? Leave a note for Ron Scott
Kraft Ave., North Hollywood, Calif. (905B) or contact me at 742 S. 9th
(213) 765-8778.
Apt. 5.
FEMALE STUDENT: serious, non-smoking. FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share
, Nine room for rent with kitchen priv. quiet. spacious 2 bdrm.. 2 bath. Apt.
787-3125 or 293-9390 after 2.
$55/mo. 550 S. 11th #5. Call 287.1066.
2 FEMALE ROOMMATES NEEDED to
ROOMMATE WANTED to share
MALE
’-.’e 2 bdrm. furnished apartment with
myself. Pool. 21/2
thrs. 726 S. 10th St. #5, $37.50/mo. 2 bd.. furn, apt. with
campus. $57.50/mo. pref. nonto
blocks
’ 294-1635
smoker, working grad student. Call 287ROOM AVAILABLE. Inquire Mrs. Hew- 7666 behveen 5-6:302 Sat. 9-10:30._
4, - S -h 4th St.
MALE STUDENT needed to share I bdr.
WANTED FEMALE senior or grad sto- apt. $55 ’me. Near campus. T.V. Stereo,
le.! j,e611 to share modern 2 bed. 439 So. 4th #I9. 297-4527.
r7o6o4m2., 2 bath apt. 333 N. 5, #2. 298ROOM & KITCHEN PRIV. Good location TV Laundry $55.00/mo. 287-5005.
ONE GIRL NEEDED to share 2 bdrm
- good lohouse with three others. Prefer Senior ROOM & BOARD WOMAN
cation. Color TV, laundry. $105/mo.
Soc. Major. $42.50 mo. Call 287-3929.
287-5005.
ROOMMATE WANTED. Male, for 2
open.minded, tolerbedroom townhouse. Pool, Pool Table and MALE ROOMMATE, semester. $60/mo.
Patio. $85.00. Call Chuck 3603 Greenlee ant, wants same for
255 N. 3rd #7, contact evenings. No
Dr No 3. 296.3617.,
straights and if peace isn’t your thing,
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share don’t bother.
2 bedroom, 2 bath apartment with 3
LGE. STUDIO APT., Fury, $75/mo. Two
others. Call 286-4538.
girls O.K. Util. Pd. 429 S. 13th. 295FEMALE to share room in basement of 9691. Also studio in back $45/mo.
Large Mansion. Everybody s fight and
FREE RM/BOARD: to chick as house.
loose. 101 S. 12th. 293.9818 Jody.
keeper.companion for handicap man.
LARGE HOUSE for rent. Students only, Call Robert, 298.2308.
maximum 5. $260/mo. 295-7438.
TWO FEMALE ROOMMATES to share
ONE MALE ROOMMATE wanted. Irg. duplex - fireplace, AEK, $50. 557
Apartment on North 5th. $55 plus utili- So, 11th, Call 287-5812.
ties. Carl 287-4931,
PRUDENCE AND THE PILL Friday Feb.
ROOMMATES WANTED-to share large 20 Morris Dailey 7:00 & 10:00 P.M. 50c
3 Bedroom House with 4 others. Studio
MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED: U.D. to
Space Available. $50/mo. 292-5212.
share 2 bdrm. townhouse at Royal Lanai
ANYBODY NEEDED to share I bedroom Apts. Pool, Sauna, $80/mo. Call 251barely furnished Apt. with one other - 4022.
inquire within 620 S. 9th # 20.
LARGE HOUSE needs 2 female roommates 860 each. Phone 297.0803. Upper
LOST AND FOUND 161
Division Students. Please.
I FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to share
turn, comfortable house w/one other girl, DOG LOST-Doberman Pinscher Pup,
3 blocks from campus. $50 Utilities paid. Black and Tan. Vic. of 10th and Reed.
Reward $50.00. Call 295-7496.
Call 286.9914.
STATE HOUSE APTS. Vacancy 2 bdrm, LOST: MALE, WHITE PEKINGESE. Lost
at 6th and Julian. Call Cory, 295-4568 or
2 bath. furn. Girls pref. Call 297-8596.
bring by 336 N. 6th St.
MALE ROOMMATE WANTED. Upper
division. Share 2 bdrm, with 2 others. HELP! LOST WEDDING RING. Unique
$50. Call Tony 294-5590 / 433-4540 hand -made. Lost in Student Union during
finals. If found call 379-1271.
collect.
FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to share WILL PAY $6 to find SJS Library Book,
apt. with 3 others. $45/mo. 384 E. Wil- BRACKEN BURY, "THE NEAREST
GUARD." Call 325-3493.
ham #7. 293-0990, Close to Campus.
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share
I bdrrn. Apt. $60/mo. I block from
campus. POOL. Call 739-6887.

FOR SALI (II

PERSONALS Ill

LOVELY EMPIRE STYLE WEDDING FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share
’SS and veil. Size 10. Best offer. house at $37.50 a month. 2 blocks from HAPPY BIRTHDAY GEORGE - Love
From Australia.
school. 193-5627. Sue or Dixie.
WATSON’S AMERICAN INDIAN ART
.
pottery, jewelry.
pae...ngi A
, an beads, NW
Coast item. .
incense. Come
every day ,
Mc, 12.5. Opera
House Antiques, 140 W. Main, L.. Gatos
Dig.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

HART SKIS and boots. Ask for Neil,
247-1830. Call after 3:30 12.m
NEW HEAD 360’s, 1970 Model. 1 No.
Old, Used Twice. W/O Bindings. See to
appreciate. $120 Phone Barry 298-0497,
TAPE DECK end Magnavox Pcdoble
I’M radio $40.00 each. Call Carlos
287.1381.
NORTHLAND SS 20 SKIS, used once
195 cm. COMPLETELY REFINISHED
Eases edge, t,ps. $35.00 with Soloman
tepns $25.00 withoxt. Cell John 8674032 or Poo at 578 So. Ilth.

)11

G.E. PORTABLE Stereo Phonograph.
Good conditior. One year old. Paid
$125 asking $60. Call 287-1381,

DOMESTIC HELP WANTED

eipill

VOLUNTEER HELP OF ALL KINDS is
needed in nearby Girl Stout Troops,
Coll Mo. Lee 248 7226 or 294-7650.
PART TIME & TEMP. babysitters and
housekeepers needed, Heatherless Aesen
cies 296-3533.

3
4
5
6

RED BARN
Sixth and Santa Clara

MS_

Limit one ad per person
at one time.

lines
lines
linos
lines

Add this
amount lot
each addl.
tional line

PRETTY YOUNG THING needs rides
daily from Palo Alto. Call Patrice 325.
5986.
RIDERS WANTER. MWF, 8:30 to 3:30 or
later from Livermore to San Jose. Cell
443.4827.

To Place
an ad:
Come to:
Classified Adv.
Office -J206
MON.-WED.-FRI.
9:30-3:30

Phone 294-6414, Ext. 2465
/

Ii*A‘e Tk410i T14’ LAC’ WEEK I’M GIVING YOU TO GET 50,46
64165E5 OR YOU CAN DROP T1416 C01.11240

No refunds on cancelled ads Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 letters and spaces for each line)

One day

Two days

Three days

Four days

Flys days

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00

2.00
2.50
3.00
3.50

2.25
2.75
3.25
3.75

2.40
2.90
3.40
3.90

2.50
3.00
- 3.50 4.00

.50

.50

.50

.50

.50

Print Name

For

Address

Enclosed IS $
Phone

City

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION
OFFER EXPIRES FEB. 17, 1970

INTERESTED IN FLYING TO SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS during Semester Break?
Round Trip in Cessna 4-seater, $110.
CONTACT PATT, 295-2013.

Send in handy order blank
Enclose cash or check.
I Make check out to Spartan
Daily Classifieds.
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CLASSIFIED RATES
WITH THIS AD

TRANSPORTATION 1 9 1

R

HEATHERLEE Agencies now hiring part.
time & temporary babysitters and housekeepers. 296.3533.

Minimum
Three lines
One day

7-4-4180%*

Coed

s He!per, light F , . --; C ,-,ss
VV. Gilley. 265-0184 n’
",
ar. or
292.3141 Ext. 681 Wecia
PHOTO - if you can ta.. ;
,d
want Fr; ah part time pay, s Mr. Hippo,
257 2656.

STUDENT TYPING in my home. Fast, Accurate, Minor Editing, Mrs. Baxter. Phone
244.6581.
EXPERT TYPING SERVICE E. San Joss.
2584335 143 Bahama Way.
OUTSTANDING TYPING - Electric.
Term papers, reports, manuscripts. V.
Barker. 294.0076 Weekdays only $4._
CAMPUS Dating Service $2.00. Meet
your ideal match, 296-3533.
RENT A TV OR STEREO OR TAPS
RECORDER: Free Service. No contract.
Free Delivery in S.J. Call Esche’s 2512598.
EXPERT Licensed Care 0-6 Yrs. For SJS
Students. Off Senter Rd. Full or Part
Time Day & Eve. 298-2955.
TYPING-my home. Electric Typewriter
-PICA Type-Near Westgate Shopping
Center. 379-5098.
MEET your perfect match. Campus Dating Service $2. 296-3533
TV’S FOR RENT - SPECIAL STUDENT
RATE $9.00 per month. Call 377-2935.
DAY CARE preschool, playroom, yard,
natural foods. 298-3894 or 286-1994.
BABYSITTING in my home part or full
time. 3 blocks from campus. Call Danielle 297-5927.
FOUND THAT SPECIAL someone yet?
Distinctive wedding invitations by Robert
Hall. 440 W. Taylor, S.J. 298-2308.
PARKING, 2 blocks from library. $81
mo. or 5 mos. #35 117 N. 5th 293.4235.
EMBLEMS: Embroidered club emblem’
made to order. Satin & Chain stitch
Swiss Loom, Halstrom’s Emblems. 1464
Hillsdale, 264.2560.
AUTO INSURANCE - Annual Liability
Rates - Married or Single Age 24 end
up $93. Married age 19 to 238147. Mr.
Toll 241-3900.
EXQUISITE TYPING, Miss Betty A.
Carey, 293-4700, 50c a page. NO
DITTOS.

TUES.-THURS.
9:00-4:20

t
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BARRIERS TO SOLVING THE PROBLEM
When we examine the survival problems which
man now faces, we see clearly that developing
solutions will be a formidable task requiring a level of
self-criticism, courage and tenacity seldom exhibited
by any society. The problems of survival involve
every fundamental interest, institution, and economical commitment exhibited in the family of man; and
the imperatives of survival rest upon his ability to
carry out a thorough intellectual, social, political and
economic revolution. And all of us know that
revolution is a tough game.
The magnitude of the ecological problems man
faces is given constant publicity in all of the mass
media. The clippings from two San Francisco Bay
Area newspapers during a recent week showed the
following:
"The Edge of Calamity"
"Smog for the Rest of Our
Lives-Oil Pollution Dilemma"
"A Dismal Report on
Environment"
-Air, Water Pollution Top
Issues"
"Overcrowded Earth."
At first glance, these stories might be slightly
encouraging because they indicate that the public and
the politicians are growing concerned about the
problems of environment. However, when one
examines the problem of the environment in only
slightly greater detail, any reasons for optimism
rapidly fade away. The reason for pessimism lies in
the fact that the current symptoms of environmental
decline are the product of a mode of existence of
millions of people. The current revolutionary conditions arise from such fundamental human institutions
as the sanctified family, the industrially based
economy, the world political system of sovereign
nation states, and certain fundamental mind -sets such
as the belief that the earth is indestructible and will
always provide for the human family, that material
progress is always possible (and probably inevitable),
and that science and technology can always find a
solution to problems of material scarcity or
environmental disruption.
The relationship between these human institutions
and beliefs and the problems of our endangered
planet are relatively simple to state but almost
impossible for people to comprehend with sufficient
emotional intensity. The sanctified family makes
population control impossible; and a large population, coupled with an advanced resource -hungry and
garbage -producing industrial technology, will destroy
the life sustaining capacity of the earth’s environment. Our anarchistic political system makes world
solutions to these problems currently impossible.
The reason men are not prompted to effective
action lies in their belief that nature is indestructible,

progress inevitable, and science and technology are
the panaceas. There is a cruel irony here because
problems of ecology are only minimally susceptible
to scientific and technological solutions. Science
cannot control human population, and unless man
controls his reproduction, he will destroy himself.
The science and technology which threaten the
extinction of plant and animal species vital to man’s
existence might best serve by ceasing operation and
returning the environment to the processes of nature.
It is a self-evident proposition that the earth’s
resources are finite, imposing some maximum on the
number of human creatures who can live on the
earth. One population expert, who has recently
released his calculations, has estimated that in the
long run, the earth could sustain only 500 million
humans at the level of industrial technology now
current in the United States. A recent estimate gave
the following world population projections:
3.5 billion
1965
2000
7.0 billion
14.0 billion
2035
At 7.5 billion, man might well choke to death from
lack of oxygen. Furthermore, our latest technological
triumph has clearly demonstrated that going to the
moon, or any points beyond, is not going to feed one
additional mouth. For better, or for worse, man and
earth are stuck with one another as long as man shall
live. Leaving aside for the moment the question of
what the maximum human population can be, we
must accept the necessity of some maximum; and the
problem of limiting population at that maximum
faces the fundamental obstacle of the institution of
the sanctified family. This institution is held sacred in
almost all cultures, and it has been enunciated as
dogma by the United Nations. In 1967, thirty nations
subscribed to the following:

2

The Universal Declaration of Human Rights
describes the family as the natural and fundamental unit of society. It follows that any
choice and decision with regard to the size of
the family must irrevocably rest with the family
itself, and cannot be made by anyone else.
President Nixon, when speaking on the population
problem, reiterated this position. In so doing, the
president announced that his administration does not
intend to take any effective action to solve the
problem.
As long as the family unit has the unchallenged
and irrevocable right to produce as many offspring as
it chooses, that long will mankind remain subject to
destruction by its own capacity for self -generation.
The relationship between the sanctified family and
the industrial system is very close because there is
always a definite relation between the level of
population which the earth can sustain and the level
of technology of that population. The ratio between
population and technology has two variables; they are
the rate of consumption of fixed resources and the
rate of production of garbage. A man living in
primitive conditions consumed an infinitesimal
amount of fixed resources (probably only a bit of
minerals) and produced no garbage which could not
be reabsorbed by his environment. Most of the
world’s population still lives in simple agricultural
societies; and except for the increasing use of
non -biodegradable pesticides and certain fertilizers
that disturb other ecological systems, these people do
not do much environmental damage.
In contrast, each year a modern American consumes over two-thirds of a ton of metal and another
five tons of non-metallic minerals, all of which are
non-renewable resources. He also produces over 1,000
tons of combustible garbage in addition to sewage. At
the present level of technology, it is clear that fixed
resources are subject to rapid depletion and that one
has but to look about him to see that the environment is not reabsorbing our garbage. The reason for
the alarm among human ecologists and earth
scientists lies in their conviction that unless the
garbage production of mankind is cut down, the
biosphere (the land, water and air which sustain living
things) will change so drastically that it can no longer
sustain life. Paul Ehrlich’s recent article in Ramparts
magazine on the death of the oceans, is a frightening
essay in versimilitude. Other ecologists have made
similar speculations and, as a result, confidently
predict the failure of our oxygen supply and the end
of life either through the overheating or the cooling
of the atmosphere unless man ceases to pollute his
environment. (Whether man perishes by atmospheric
heating, or by cooling, depends upon whether the
greenhouse effect from carbon dioxide heating or the
cooling heat reflector effect from smog pollution will
be dominant. In either case, the danger arises from
the imbalance of the atmospheric system.)
(Continued on Page Seven)

A WAY OF THINKING
ABOUT ECOLOGY

I. Introduction
This conceptual structure for human ecology is
designed as a basis for creating curriculum models
for the introduction of ecological concepts and
modes of thought into all of the academic disciplines. The reason we believe that all academic
disciplines should incorporate ecological concepts
is based upon two assumptions: (1) that the
behavior of man on the planet earth is ecologically
insane and must be altered if man is to survive, and
(2) that institutions of higher education are the
institutions whose intellectual and material resources can be most effectively organized to
promote ecologically sane behavior among all
elements of society.
The ins/ruction of ecological concepts into all of
the academic disciplines will constitute a major
curriculum innovation and we believe that this
innovation is both necessary and desirable. It is
necessary if the university is to remain relevant to
the fundamental crisis of our times the survival
crisis and it is desirable because it will provide a
sorely needed unifying theme for our curriculum.
The concepts of human ecology will allow the
student to organize the knowledge he gains from
many sources into a coherent synthesis. It will
enable San Jose State College or any other
institution to become a mission oriented university
with a mission worthy of the best efforts and the
idealism of youth.
The ultimate purpose for the present outline IS to
facilitate our efforts to draw parallels between the
basic concepts of ecology and the underlying basic
concepts of all the other disciplines within the
university. This outline is only the first in a series
of sixteen yet to be formulated for the various
social science and humanities disciplines. It is the
vital first step in the process of creating a unifying
theme for the scholarly disciplines.
The conceptual structure for human ecology attempts to state the fundamental relationships
between the earth’s environment, the human
population, and the activities of that human
population. As with all other much discussed
subjects, the language and nomenclature of ecology has been obscured over the years. Therefore,
we find it necessary to assign definitions to the
essential vocabulary. Following is a list of terms
and their definitions, the understanding of which
is essential to an understanding of the following
outline.
DEFINITIONS:
1. Biosphere: that portion of the earth which
supports life.

When the Humanities 160 class decided that the
eco-crisis was the most relevant subject for a class
devoted to the study of higher education, it was
assumed that an organized body of literature on the
subject was readily available. We found, as expected,
a vast and rapidly growing body of literature but we
found few organizing concepts which could bring
coherence to our study.

2. Human Ecology: the study of human behavior
in relation to man’s total physical and cultural
environment as this behavior affects the survival
of the species.
3. Level of resource and energy consumption: the
aggregate consumption of goods and services
per capita, i.e., standard of living.
4. Long run: in human ecology, long run refers to
the indefinite existence of the species, e.g.,
hundreds of thousands of years.
5. Life support capacity: the maximum amount of
life an environment can support.
6. Recycle: (a) to maintain the processes of a
closed, circular system in a state of long run
equilibrium (b) to make reusable.
7. Technology: the techniques that are utilized for
the production of goods and services.
II. Basic Ecological Concepts
A. Ecological Limits for Human Population.
1. There is a maximum life support capacity for
a given earth space from micro -environments
to the totality of the earth’s biosphere.
2. As the human population approaches its
maximum limit, the quality of human life
approaches the conditions sufficient only for
its animal existence.
B. The Relationship Between Resources and the
Level of Population.
1. A resource is usable, in the long run, if, and
only if, it can be endlessly recycled.
2. The usable resource base, for the production
required by a given level of resource consumption, is limited by the energy required
to recycle these resources. This energy level
cannot exceed the capacity of the biosphere
to recycle the waste products of the energy
generation.
3. There is a maximum population for any
given rate of resource consumption per
capita.
C. Relationship Between the Level of Population
and the Level of Human Consumption.
1. The level of consumption per capita can rise
if, and only if, the level of technology rises.
2. As the level of consumption per capita rises,
the maximum limit for the level of population declines.
3. The maximum level of population which can
exist at any given level of per capita consumption of fixed resources and energy
(standard of living) is determined by:
A. The rate at which resources can be used
on a recycling basis, and human society.
The use of resources and the creation of
waste is, in turn, a function of the
available technology.
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Faced with this barrier in pursuit of our goal of a
relevant education, we decided to work on a conceptual structure for human ecology. Below is the
structure which we worked out over many weeks of
study and argument. We hope that it will aid you in
relating your own studies at San Jose State to
ecology.
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IV. Some Socio-Economic Implications To Be Drawn
from Human Ecology
A Choice of the Level of Resource and Energy
Consumption
1. Ecologically sane behavior must be based
upon long run considerations, i.e., that man
must create conditions which will enable the
species to survive for hundreds of thousands
of years. Therefore, the academic disciplines
must be restructured to incorporate these
long run ecological considerations. This is
necessary if they are to deal effectively with
the present survival crisis which demands
immediate solution in the short run, i.e., by
the year 2000.
2. In the long run, human life will be destroyed
unless man consciously chooses a level of
resource and energy consumption per capita
which is compatable with survival.
3. The choice of a level of resource and energy
consumption per capita, a standard of living,
entails the choice of a maximum level of
population.
4. In the long run, all human societies will
demand equal access to available material
resources and energy.
5. On the basis of present evidence, the level of
resource and energy consumption per capita
now present in the United States will only
allow the long run survival of 500-600
million people.
6. There are currently 3.6 billion people in the
world. Given our present technology, if one
chooses the United States level of resource
and energy consumption per capita, it entails
a reduction of current world population by
3.0 billion people. If one chooses to maintain a population of 3.5 billion people, it
entails a reduction of the level of resource
and energy consumption per capita of approximately 85%.
(Continued to Top of Page Four)

(Continued from Page Three)
The present income per capita in the United
States is approximately S3,800. A reduction
of this by 85% would leave $540 and would
give us a national living standard about equal
to that of present day Mexico. An annual
income of $15,000 would be reduced to
$2,250. For a family on that income, it
would entail the loss of a car and all of the
domestic machines - refrigerator, dishwasher, vacuum sweeper, disposal, etc.
B. The Necessity of Planning
1. All planning must assume present levels of
technology. Although technological advances might conceivably ease the ecological
crisis, it is almost inconceivable that any
-miracle- technology could be disseminated
around the world with sufficient speed to
offer man any hope of a scientific technological solution to the problems of
survival. The solutions, within the short run
constraints of the survival crisis, must be
social, political and moral.
2. If the rate of resource and energy consumption is allowed to increase beyond
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5.

6.

present limits it will destroy the capacity of
the biosphere to support human life.
Without ecological oriented planning, the
economic systems of all industrial states,
both capitalist and socialist, will increase
their levels of resource and energy consumption.
Only through the planned levels of
a) population
b) resource use
c) energy consumption
in each nation and for the world can human
survival be insured.
If z choice were made to maintain the
present rate of population growth, then the
standard of living of all of the world’s
population must fall drastically. If the industrial nations did not accept an 85% decline
in their standard of living, it would entail the
extinction of the human species. This drastic
reduction in the standard of living in the
industrial nations could only be accomplished at the cost of incalculable social
disorder and revolutionary changes in the
socio-economic system of every industrial
nation.
If a choice were made to maintain the

present level of technology in the industrial
nations, given present technology, then the
level of population must be reduced to
500-600 million. If all the nations of the
world did not accept an 85% decrease in
their levels of population, it would entail the
extinction of the human species. This drastic
reduction in the level of population of all
nations could only be accomplished at the
cost of incalculable social disorder and revolutionary changes in the socio-economic
system of every nation.
7. The industrial nations, particularly the
United States and the Soviet Union, have the
greatest power to make a decision on where
the balance will be struck between population and resource and energy consumption.
Any choice will entail great social disorder
and revolutionary change. The citizens of
these two countries in particular must face
the necessity of making such a decision. If a
decision is not made, the extinction of
mankind is almost a certainty.
Humanities 160
San Jose State College
1/5/69

"We travel together, passengers on a little spaceship; dependent on its vulnerable ri
to its security and peace; preserved from annihilation only by the care, the work a
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Surely, the author of the Population Bomb, Dr.
Paul Ehrlich, the Stanford biologist, has done more to
dramatize the population issue than any other contemporary author. Dr. Ehrlich’s magic bomb has
exploded into a population controversy that is bigger
than anything since Malthus. For this reason, it
seemed only fair that the Survival Faire supplement
print an Ehrlich article; "The Population Explosion:
Facts and Fiction.- This article states his basic
argument quite succinctly - mankind has but one
option, control births or perish.
Paul Ehrlich’s supporters are legion but so are his
opponents who come from every part of the political
and scientific spectrums. To some it is a prophet, to
others a fascist and covert apologist for genocide.
A sampling of press comment indicates the wide
range of data and opinion on the population issue.
While many Los Angelenos are opting for a -Lesser
Los Angeles," the boosters in San Jose and San Diego

//;’

thump the tub in joy as their cities grow. While world
population experts predict a future of famine, a
bleakness for the world’s underdeveloped countries,
Brazilian government officials reject population control. Some scientists, in seeking a techno-scientific
solution to the problem, propose that man be bred
smaller and greener.

ves of air and soil; all committed for our safety
the love we give our fragile craft."

To the person who struggles in crowds and on
crowded freeways, breathes foul air and drinks bad
water in an increasingly noisy din, the world truly
must seem mad. How, he must ask, could anyone
want another body to jostle or another car with
which to jockey? We have no answer to this question
except to say that a solution must be found or you
and/or your progeny will surely be the last men on
earth whether you exit in confusion or march in rank
order to your doom.
We can only recommend that you attend the
sessions of Survival Faire, where the panels of
"experts" - the savants, scholars and scientists - will
present their individual and collective wisdom on the
issues of survival. Then, with personal potency, you
must decide your own strategy for survival and
calculate whether a sufficient number of your fellow
men will adopt the same strategy, to give you and
yours a chance of survival.

Adlai
Stevenson
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The facts of today’s population crisis are appallingly simple. Mankind at first gradually, but recently
with extreme rapidity, has intervened artificially to
lower the death rate in the human population.
Simultaneously we have not, repeat have not, intervened to lower the birth rate. Since people are unable
to flee from other rather small planet, the inevitable
result of the wide discrepancy between birth and
death rates has been a rapid increase in the numbers
of people crowded onto the Earth.
The growth of the population is now so rapid that
the multitude of humans is doubling every 35 years.
Indeed in many undeveloped countries the doubling
time is between 20 and 25 years. Think of what it
means for the population of a country like Colombia
to double in the next 22 years. Throughout its
history the people of Colombia have managed to
create a set of facilities for the maintenance of human
beings: buildings, roads, farms, water systems, sewage
systems, hospitals, schools, churches, and so forth.
Remember that just to remain even, just to maintain
today’s level of misery, Colombia would have to
duplicate all of those facilities in the next 22 years. It
would have to double its human resources as well train enough doctors, lawyers, teachers, judges, and
all the rest so that in 22 years the number of all these
professionals would be twice that of today. Such a
task would be impossible for a powerful, industrialized country with agricultural surpluses, high
literacy rate, fine schools, and communications, etc.
The United States couldn’t hope to accomplish it.
For Colombia, with none of these things, with
30-40% of its population illiterate, with 47% of its
population under 15 years of age, it is inconceivable.
Yes, it will be impossible for Colombia to maintain
its present level of misery for the next 22 years - and
misery it is. Death control did not reach Colombia
until after World War tl. Before it arrived, a woman
could expect to have two or three children survive to
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reproductive age if she went through ten pregnancies.
Now, in spite of malnutrition, medical technology
keeps seven or eight alive. Each child adds to the
impossible financial burden of the family and to the
despair of the mother. According n Dr. Sumner M.
Kalman, the average Colombian mo;ner goes through
a progression of attempts to limit the size of her
family. She starts with ineffective native forms of
contraception and moves on to quack abortion,
infanticide, frigidity, and all too often to suicide. The
average family in Colombia, after its last child is born,
has to spend 80% of its income on food. And the per
capita income of Colombians is $237 per year, less
than one -tenth that of Americans. That’s the kind of
misery that’s concealed behind the dry statistic of a
popluation doubling every 22 years.
But, it seems highly unlikely that 22 years from
now, in 1990, Colombia will have doubled its present
population of 20 million to 40 million. The reason is
quite simple. The Earth is a spaceship of limited
carrying capacity. The three and one half billion
people who now live on our globe can do so only at
the expense of the consumption of non-renewable
resources, especially coal and petroleum. Today’s
technology could not maintain three and one half
billion people without "living on capital" as we are
now doing. Indeed it is doubtful if any technology
could permanently maintain that number. And note
that, even living on capital, we are doing none too
well. Somewhere between one and two billion people
are today undernourished (have too few calories) or
malnourished (suffer from various deficiencies,
especially protein deficiencies). Somewhere between
4 and 10 million of our fellow human beings will
starve to death this year. Consider that the average
person among some 2 billion Asians has an annual
income of $128, a life expentancy at birth of only 50
years, and is illiterate. A third of a billion Africans
have an average life expectancy of only 43 years, and

an average annual income of $123. Of Africans over
15 years of age, 82% are illiterate. Look at the
situation in India, where Professor Georg Borgstrom
estimates that only about one person in fifty has an
adequate diet. For the vast majority the calorie
supply -is not sufficient for sustaining a normal
workday. Physical exhaustion and apathy lisl the
rule."
No, we’re not doing a very good job of taking care
of the people we have in 1968 - and we are adding to
the population of the Earth 70 million people per
year. Think of it - an equivalent of the 1968
population of the United States added to the world
every three years! We have an inadequate loaf of
bread to divide among today’s vultitudes, and we are
quickly adding more billions to the bread line.
As I said at the beginning the facts are indeed
simple. We are faced by a most elementary choice.
Either we find a way to bring the birth rate down or
the death rate will soon go back up. Make no mistake
about it - mankind has not freed itself of the
tyranny of arithmetic! Anyone, including Pope Paul
the 6th, who stands in the way of measures to bring
down the birth rate is automatically working for a
rise in the death rate.
The death rate could rise in several ways. Perhaps
the most likely is through famine. The world has very
nearly reached its mix imum food production capacity
- even with the expenditure of our non-renewable
resources. Agricultural experts such as Professor
Borgstrom and the Paddock brothers present a dismal
picture indeed. The Paddocks’ best estimate of the
onset of the "Time of Famines," the time when many
tens of millions will starve to death annually, is 1975.
How accurate their prediction is will depend on many
factors, such as the weather, over which we have no
control. It will also depend in part on what actions
mankind takes to attempt an amelioration of the
(Continued on Page Six)
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(Continued from Page Five)
situation. I must, however, agree with the Paddocks
that massive famines are now inevitable.
Faced with this dismal prospect, why haven’t
people, especially in an educated country like the
United States, taken rational action to bring the birth
rate down? Why haven’t we led the way toward a
world with an optimum population living in balance
with its resources? Why indeed have most Americans
remained unaware of the gravity of the entire
problem? The answers to these questions are many
and complex. In the rest of this talk I’d like to discuss
one major reason why we have not managed to defuse
the population bomb. This reason is the perpetuation
of a series of fictions which tend to discount the
problem or present fantasy solutions to it. These
fictions are eagerly believed by many people who
show an all -to -human wish to avoid facing unpleasant
realities. Let’s look at some of the fictions, and some
of the unpleasant realities.
FICTION: The population explosion is over, at
least in the United States, because the birth rate is at
an all-time low.
FACT: Although the birth rate of the United
States has hit record lows (around 16 per thousand
per year) for brief periods this year it has not
approached the death rate, which is down around 9
per thousand per year. Even at the record low rate (if
it were to continue) the population of the United
States would double in about 100 years. But the low
birth rate will not persist since the large group of
women born in the post -World War II baby boom
move into their peak reproductive period in the next
few years. Birth rates are subject to short-term
fluctuations, according to the number of women in
their reproductive years, the condition of the
economy, the occurrence of wars, etc. Viewing a
temporary decline of the birth rate as a sign of the
end of the population explosion is like considering a
warm December 26th as a sign of spring. The
ballyhooing of the temporary decline of birth rate
(with, if you recall, no mention of death rate) has
done great harm to the cause of humanity.
FICTION: The United States has no population
it is a problem of the undeveloped
problem
countries.
FACT: Considering the problems of air and ,Nater
pollution, poverty, clogged highways, overcrowded
schools, inadequate courts and jails, urban blight, and
so on, it is clear that the United States has more
people than it can adequately maintain. But even if
we were not overpopulated at home we could not
stand detached from the rest of the world. We are
completely dependent on imports for our affluence.
We use roughly one half of all the raw materials
consumed on the face of the Earth each year. We
need the ferroalloys, tin, bauxite, petroleum, rubber,
food, and other materials we import. We, one
fifteenth of the population, grab one half as our
share. We can afford to raise beef for our own use in
protein -starved Asia. We can afford to take fish from
protein -starved South America and feed it to our
chickens. We can afford to buy protein -rich peanuts
from protein -starved Africans. Even is we are not
engulfed in world-wide plague or war we will suffer

mightily as the "other world" slips into famine. We
will suffer when they are no longer willing or able to
supply our needs. It has been truly said that calling
the population explosion a problem of undeveloped
countries is like saying to a fellow passenger "your
end of the boat is sinking."
F ICTION: Much of the Earth is empty land which
can be put under cultivation in order to supply food
for the burgeoning population of the planet.
FACT: Virtually all of the land which can be
cultivated with known or easily foreseeable methods
already is under cultivation. We would have to double
our present agricultural production just to adequately
feed today’s billions and the population of the
Earth is growing, I repeat, by some 70 million people
per year. No conceivable expansion of arable land
could take care of these needs.
FICTION: Although land agriculture cannot
possibly take care of our food needs, we still have
"unmeasurable" resources of the sea which can be
tapped so that we can populate the Earth until people
are jammed together like rabbits in a warren.
FACT: The resources of the sea have been
measured and have been found wanting. Most of the
sea is a biological desert. Our techniques for extracting what potential food there is in the sea are still
very primitive. With a cessation of pollution, complete international cooperation, and ecologically
intelligent management we might manage to double
our present yield from the sea or do even better on a
sustained basis. But even such a miracle would be
inadequate to meet the needs of the population
growth. And there is no sign of such a miracle. Indeed
there is increasing pollution of the sea with massive
amounts of pesticides and other biologically active
compounds. In addition, a no -holds-barred race to
harvest the fish of the sea has developed among
China, Japan, Russia, the United States, and others.
This race is resulting in the kind of overexploitation
which led to the decline of the whaling industry. All
the signs point to a reduction of the food yield of the
not to a bonanza from the
sea in the near future
sea.
FICTION: Science (with a capital 5) will find a
new way to feed everyone perhaps by making food
synthetically.
FACT: Perhaps in the distant future some foods
will be produced synthetically in large quantity, but
not in time to help mankind through the crisis it now
faces. The most discussed methods would involve the
use of micro-organisms and fossil fuels. Since fossil
fuels are limited in supply, and much in demand for
other uses, their use as a food source would be a
temporary measure at best. Direct synthesis, even
should it eventually prove possible, would inevitably
present problems of energy supply and materials
supply it would be no simple "food for nothing"
system. But, I repeat, science holds no hope of
finding a synthetic solution to the food problem at
this time.

"The cars
making IT

the very

symbol of

turn out to be gas -

drinking smog-making death -dealing
monsters; Henry Ford put us on
wheels so we could get to Oblivion
faster."

Herb Caen
San Francisco Chronicle
24 January 1970
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FICTION: Family planning is the answer to the
population explosion. It has worked in places like
Japan; it will work in places like India.
FACT: No country, including Japan, has managed
to bring its population under rational control. After
World War II Japan employed abortion to reduce its
birth rate, but it did not stop its growth. Indeed, in
1966, with its birth rate at a temporary low because
it was the "Year of the Fiery Horse" (considered
inauspicious for births), Japan’s population was still
growing at a rate which would double it in 63 years.
Japan is in desperate straits. Today it must import
food equivalent to its entire agricultural production.
In addition it depends heavily on its fisheries from
which it gets food equivalent to more than one and
one half times its agricultural production. Japan is so
overpopulated that even if her population growth
stopped she would succumb to disaster as her sources
of food imports dry up and as her share of the yield
from the sea shrinks. But, remember, grossly overpopulated Japan is continuing rn ,rnw at a rapid rate.
Family planning in India has had no discernible
effect even though it has had government support for
some 17 years. During those years the population has
increased by more than one half, and the growth rate
itself has increased. The IUD (intrauterine device) was
promoted by the professional optimists as the
panacea for India, but the most recent news from
that country indicates a recognition of the failure of
the IUD campaign and a return to the promotion of
condoms.
Most depressing of all is the point that family
planning promotes the notion that people should
have only the number of children they want and can
support. It does not promote family sizes which will
bring about population control. As Professor Kingsley
Davis has often pointed out, people want too many
children. Family planning has not controlled any
population to date, and by itself it is not going to
control any population.
These fictions are spread by a wide variety of
people and organizations, and for a wide variety of
reasons. Some have long-term emotional commitments to outmoded ideas such as population control
through family planning. Others wish to disguise the
failure of the government agencies they run. Still
others have simply economic interests in the sale of
food or agricultural chemicals and equipment. Almost
all also have genuine humanitarian motives. Most of
these people have an incomplete view of the problem
at best. The less well informed simply have no grasp
of the magnitude of the problem these are the ones
who propose solutions in outer space or under the
sea. More sophisticated are those who hold out great
hopes for agricultural changes (now often referred to
as a "green revolution") which will at least temporarily solve the problem. Such people are especially
common in our government.
This sophisticated group tends to be ignorant of
elementary biology. Our desperate attempts to
increase food yields are promoting soil deterioration
and contributing to the poisoning of the ecological
systems on which our very survival depends. It is a
long and complex story, but the conclusion is simple
the more we strive to obtain increased yields in the
short run, the smaller the yields are likely to be in the
long run. No attempt to increase food yields can solve
the problem. How much, then, should we mortgage
our future by such attempts?
I’ve concentrated, in my discussion, on the nature
of the population explosion rather than attempting to
detail ways of reaching a birth rate solution. That is
because the first step towards any solution involves a
realistic facing of the problem. We must, as that first
step, get a majority of Americans to recognize the
simple choice: lower the birth rate or face a drastic
rise in the death rate. We must divert attention from
the treatment of symptoms of the population explosion and start treating its cause. We have no more
time; we must act now. Next year will not do. It is
already too late for us to survive unscathed. Now we
must make decisions designed to minimize the
damage. America today reminds me of the fabled
man who jumped off the top of a 50 -story building.
As he passed the second floor he was heard to say
"things have gone pretty well so far."

(continued from Page Two)
In all of these cases, the causal chain which leads
to these conclusions begins with the production of
solid, liquid or gaseous garbage - DDT residues,
carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, radioactive wastes,
etc. Although many congenital optimists decry such
prophecies, they offer only conventional wisdom and
an irrelevant history of past technology as the basis
for their arguments. None of the optimists have any
sound theoretical justification for optimism
for
once, theory lies with the pessimists who demand
radical transformations of our total social, economic
and political systems.
When we go beyond the problems of population
and technology to politics, we face another set of
institutions which give equal cause for pessimism.
Man faces global problems, but he has only local
institutions wherewith to solve them. There is no
authority which can decree that the use of DDT will
cease, or that the present level of the combustion of
fossil fuels will be lowered, or that the oceans wili not
be over -fished. There are, instead, hundreds of local
sovereignties, each of which can proceed, unchecked,
to the destruction of the environment of all other
sovereignties without let or hindrance. The ultimate
evidence, of course, is the ability of the nuclear
powers - the United States and Russia - to destroy
the world in a matter of minutes.
Perhaps the best way to illustrate the dangers of
our anarchistic world system is to discuss the destruction of the English commons in the early 19th
century (as described by Garrett Hardin in Science,
pages 1243-1248). The village commons had been an
English institution for centuries. All villagers had the
right to graze their animals on the commons, and as
long as there were not too many people and thus too
many animals, the institution functioned well. (In
this case, periodic disease and famine kept the human
and animal populations in balance.) With the population increase in the 18th and 19th centuries, the
population -vs -commons balance began to fail. More
humans brought more animals, and the commons of
most villages were destroyed by over -grazing.
Preserving the village commons seems a simple
ecological problem, yet countless English villages
could not produce a solution. The reason for their
failure lay in what I call the paradox of aggregation a paradox which arises whenever the pursuit of
individual profit leads to collective bankruptcy. Its
most obvious application is in the analysis of business
depressions. Depressions are paradoxes of aggregation
which arise because each individual firm - in trying
to limit its losses by cutting back production,
liquidating assets and postponing purchasing - only
succeeds in lowering aggregate economic activity thus
creating the necessity of still further retrenchment. In
conditions of economic anarchy (free enterprise) each
firm must protect itself by retrenchment, but the
aggregate effect is to impoverish society.)
In the case of the commons, we can see how the
paradox operated if we imagine the village at the time
when the commons had the optimum number of
animals grazing on it. At that point, there would be
diminishing returns for the village if any additional
animals were placed on the commons. However, what
was true for the village as a collectivity was not true
for the individual families in the village. Each family
which added another animal to the commons received
the whole benefit of that animal while the decline in
the productivity of the commons, caused by that
additional animal, was shared by all the families.
Thus, for each individual family, the gain from the
additional animal was far greater than the loss, which
was in effect prorated over the entire village.
All over England village families were led to their
destruction by the invisible hand which prompted
them to maximize their individual profit. As each
individual family sought to prosper by the addition of
more animals to the commons, the animal population
over -grazed and destroyed the productivity of the
land. Thus we have a classic example of an aggregation of individual profit leading to collective
bankruptcy.

The destruction of the English commons illustrates
the paradox of aggregation because it is directly
analogous to the situation which the global village
now faces with regard to the earth. The earth is our
commons; and the land, sea and air which sustain us
are being over -grazed, cultivated, fished, mined and
exploited in thousands of subtle ways. The nations
which pursue the decreasing fish population of the
ocean are victims of the paradox of aggregation. Each
nation, state, municipality, and individual that
pursues a goal which helps to destroy our common
mother earth is also an ultimate victim of the
paradox.
Our inability to conquer the paradox of aggregation even when we understand intellectually what is
happening to us arises from habits of mind and
behavior that are so deeply ingrained that they are
almost instinctual. At the beginning of this paper, I
listed three of these potentially fatal beliefs:
1. The earth is indestructible and will always
provide for the human family.
2. Material progress is always possible and
probably inevitable.
3. Science and technology can always find a
solution to problems of scarcity (the technological rabbits from a hat trick).
The belief in the indestructibility of the earth is,
of course, as old as the human consciousness. The
earth has always supported life so why should anyone
doubt that it will continue to do so? This acceptance
of nature as an inexhaustible gift is particularly
dominant in Western culture and is the psychological
underpinning for many of the governing ideas of our
culture. For example, it undergirds our belief in
progress, our faith in the efficacy of science, our
fascination with the organization of power, and our
restless pursuit of efficiency. Most important, the
division of the world into man and nature is the
source of the belief that man’s well-being is the
measure of all things.
Western man has only occasionally viewed himself
as a coherent element of nature - as an equal with
other living creatures. His persistent view has been
that nature, in its totality, is an entity man should
dominate. Our images give eloquent testimony to this
ecological duality - we "triumph over nature,"
’harness energy," and "challenge the stars." Surely,
in the ecological sense, our hubris is unbounded.
This human pride has elicited the usual punishment of pride. We have gained control over nature
and, in so doing, have lost the safety which an
uncontrolled nature afforded us. The control we have
gained is not the control of the divine watch -maker
who created the complex mechanism of the universe;
rather, it is the control of the ignorant child who has
the power only to smash the complex mechanism.
Nature is no longer an entity which can provide us
with triumphs, victories, or even challenges. Nature
has, at last, been subdued and is at man’s mercy.
The natural systems of the biosphere (the water
cycle, climate, the food chains of the land and water)
upon which our existence depends are no longer
capable of recycling in spite of man’s activities. These
systems can be preserved only if man decided to
preserve them; and, in this respect, man has tragically
become the measure of all things. It is he who will
now determine whether and where the rain and snow
will fall, the sun will shine, and what plants and
animals shall inhabit the earth, the air, and the sea.
Man, the measure of all things, must obviously
measure himself and decide what he is and what he
wants to be. He has become a pathetic god, lord of all
he surveys. No longer is there an invisible hand to
guide him, no longer are there natural regularities
which will sustain him. He is left with one final
choice - existence or extinction. If he chooses the
former, he will have to accept a descipline which
seems impossible for him. He must control his
reproduction, plan his environment, and discipline
any member of the species which attempts to live as
-natural man."
All of the ancient theological speculations about
the nature of God - whether he was free or whether
his actions were determined now apply to man. Is
man any longer free to do anything but to commit his
species to extinction? I think not; his thoughts and
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actions must soon be determined by the imperatives
of existence, and any thoughts or actions which fall
outside those constraints will no longer be allowable.
Such profound philosophical and moral changes will
probably be impossible to make, and the odds now
favor the extinction of the species. The question
which faces those who understand man’s ecological
problem is whether or not to accept the wretched
odds and to still work to bring about the changes
which are necessary for man’s survival or to assume a
global version of Louis XV’s -Apres mois le deluge. Of course, as we all slowly choke to death from lack
of oxygen, or eke out a miserable post -nuclear war
existence, we may find that we are not in the position
of Louis XV, but rather in the position of Louis XVI
where mother nature, as a cosmic Madame La Farge, is
knitting and purling as the tumbrils roll toward the
execution of all mankind.
If we can accept that man’s fate is to be master of
man’s fate and that man must restrict his own
freedom of action within certain environmental constraints, then how does man determine what those
constraints are? Obviously, setting the quantitative
limits of the constraints will require an enormous
amount of complex research, but before that research
can be done properly, there must be a research
design. This brings us to a consideration of the other
two intellectual issues, the idea of material progress
and the belief in the efficiency of science itself. If we
accept the impossibility of interplanetary migration,
the finitude of the worlds’s material resources, and
the necessity of preserving the regularities of the
biosphere, then we must surrender our beliefs in
endless linear progress in our material existence. The
finitude of our resources obviously constitutes a limit
on the amount of material which can be utilized for
human consumption. The necessity of mantaining
the regularities of the biosphere just as obviously
constitutes a limit on the amount of waste which we
can dump into it without destroying its vital regularities. Human existence must be seen as cyclical, not
linear. At some point in time, man must recognize
that he will have only replaceable resources to
consume and that he cannot consume them at any
higher rate than the biosphere can absorb the
resulting waste products. Within these constraints
there no doubt will be progress but it will mainly
consist in small changes within a circular process.
Lastly, what of our unbounded faith in the
efficacy of science and technology? First, let us
realize that, as presently conceived, science is profoundly non -ecological in its outlook. The very
efficiency of most scientific investigation proceeds
from its narrow focus on a few controllable variables.
Every scientific investigation rests upon caeterus
paribus assumptions which allow the investigator to
ignore any non -controllable variable. It is just this
narrowness which requires that we give up this
unbounded faith in science and technology and regain
a healthy degree of scepticism about what science can
and cannot do to help solve our ecological problems.
Where does this leave us? It leaves us right back on
the English village commons. We must accept the fact
that there are certain ecological problems for which
there are only limited scientific -technological solutions. There is a maximum number of cows which can
graze on the commons without destroying it, and
there is a maximum number of men who can inhibit
our global commons without destroying it.
When we view scientific -technical solutions to
problems from an ecological point of view we soon
see that the caeterus paribus assumptions do not
hold. The other things outside the scientific equation
are not irrelevant. Unfortunately, most things are
connected to most other things; and when one is
changed, most of the other things change. Ecological
problems require new habits of mind and a nice sense
of the limits of man’s capacity to calculate the effects
of human behavior.
Man, in his role as God, must weigh carefully the
functioning of all the living and non -living ecosystems
upon which his survival depends. He must realize that
he has incorporated all of nature into himself and is
no longer apart from it. That man who willfully
harms himself must learn to think and to live
ecologically and his conceptual models must be
organic and circular because, unless the biosphe can
constanfly recycle, man cannot exist.
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Survival Faire is a class project. It began in Dr.
John Sperling’s Humanities 160 course on higher
education. The purpose of the class was to discuss the
role of the university in society, the role expectations
of the students, faculty and administrators, and to
determine criteria for judging the relevancy of cur
riculum. This study convinced the class that a proper
learning environment required a high level of egali
tarianism between student and instructor, a curriculum that was relevant to the world as it existed in
San Jose now, and the possibility of real work for the
students to undertake. Once this state of affairs was
reached, the class was ready to look for a relevant
task and they found this task in the study of the
current eco-crisis.
Among the readings that convinced the class that
the eco-crisis was relevant was one by Paul Ehrlich
entitled "Eco-Catastrophe," and another by John
Fischer called -Survival U." These two articles neatly
synthesized the relationship between the ecological
crisis and higher education. It became apparent to us
that one way in which the university can relate
constructively to the community which surrounds it,
is to serve as a forum for discussing social problems,
and as a source of ideas for providing solutions. It is
here that the idea for Survival Faire was born.
The size, the urgency and the relevancy of
ecological problems is practically self-evident. For
this reason, the class conceived the Faire as having
more than an informational purpose. It is not enough
to make people aware of problems, it is also necessary
to motivate them toward solving them.
With this in mind, we found that the first thing
needed was a re -definition of human ecology. Since
the problems of pollution and over -population will

only ultimately be solved by changing individual
behavior, it means that our entire framework of
values (political, social and economic) must be
brought into question. All previous definitions of
ecology have been couched in purely scientific terms,
and, as such, are inadequate for dealing with an issue
that will entail major social change.
We began working on a new conceptualization of
ecology. The subject of man’s relationship to his
environment is a large one, yet strangely enough, very
little work has been done on what must be considered
in order to insure the survival of man and this planet.
The multiplicity of ways in which man effects his
environment is based on the way that he conceives
himself in relation to that environment. In this
society the individual, as producer and consumer, has
little or no control over what he produces or
consumes. The major corporations are allowed to
produce what is most profitable with little regard to
the ecological consequences. We drew the conclusion
that this society has become a stinking mess, because
of -ecologically insane behavior."
The working model for a new "conceptual structure for ecology- is reprinted in this supplement. It is
a model for behavioral change through curriculum
change. The students in Humanities 160 are attempting to show that students can spend their time
doing real work on problems that pertain to the
world around them. It is ridiculous for students to
waste time working on mid -terms, finals, term papers
and projects that are only graded and thrown away at
the end of the semester. Relevant education means
course material which the student can relate to his
own life and behavior. Ecology is probably the most
relevant material of all. It is a common denominator

which can unify all fields of study since it deals with
the ultimate question of the survival of man.
We are attempting to show that education, and our
particular educational institution - San Jose State can be used as an effective means of changing our
presently self-destructive behavior. We believe that
every human being effects the environment in some
way, second that it is the duty of the educational
institutions (on all levels: elementary, secondary and
college) to make the individual aware of what his
relationship to nature is and what its consequences
are. Survival Faire, then, is only a part of a larger plan
to turn this school into a Survival College.
The Humanities 160 class is only an example of
what one class can do. Like every other class, it is
made up of students arbitrarily thrown together by a
computer. Its only distinction has been the opportunity for its members to work together around a
common interest which they found important to
their lives.
Humanities 160 is simply a collective of students.
Humanities 160 has become Survival Faire. Survival
Faire is a state of mind, a behavior, a commitment to
action, not reaction. It’s real work, not busy-work.
It’s working together, not competing. It’s working for
all the people, the whole community of living things
on our planet Earth.
If you believe there is an urgent ecological crisis,
and if you believe that you, as a student, should be
active in trying to avert this crisis, and if you know
that the educational institutions are an avenue to
solutions to the crisis, then you should help make San
Jose State College become a Survival College - for
this week and every week henceforth, until mankind
can once again live in peace with his environment.

Mirr
The decision by Humanities 160, to bury a 1970
automobile, was not taken lightly. Everyone in the
class realized that the automobile is a central economic and cultural element in American society. Its
production, operation arid servicing accounts for
nearly a fifth of our GNP. In economic terms, what is
good for Detroit is good for America, and culturally,
the automobile is a symbol, both of masculine drive
and of freedom for the common man and woman.
Indeed, future historians, if there be such, might well
conclude that the automobile did more to create the
sexual revolution than did antibiotics and the pill.
Why then undertake a burial which symbolizes the
death of this instrument of prosperity and liberation?
The answer is both simple and powerful. If we don’t
kill the automobile, the automobile will kill us.

Certainly, the most crucial of the ecosystems upon
which human life depends is the atmospheric system.
Unless this system continues to recycle in a stable
equilibrium, the earth will either cool down or heat
up to a degree inconpatible with human survival, or,
as is more likely under present circumstances, we will
burn up so much oxygen that humankind will simply
choke to death.
We can see the auto as a sorcerer’s apprentice, as
the loyal sheep dog turned killer, as a Frankenstein
monster, or in any of a hundred metaphorical guises.
But, however we see it, we must see it as a servant
turned dangerous enemy. The facts do speak for
themselves. Automobiles produce 85% of urban air
pollution, and there is no known pollution control
device for the internal combustion engine which can
reduce auto pollution to an acceptable level, so says
Jan Hagen-Smit the Cal Tech professor who identified
smog in 1948 and has been its most persistent student
over the past two decades.
The auto and petroleum industries promise
smog -free autos by 1980 but these promises deal only
with specific pollutants and they are belied by the
projections of sober sided scientists who say that by
1990 each of us will wear a breathing mask or die
from pollution. While Henry Ford II announces his
commitment to a smog -free auto (December 9, 1969)
which cannot possibly give us clean air, a Ford
subsidiary announces (December 11, 1969) an enormous sales and service facility on the San Francisco
waterfront which would include 15 acres of parking
space. As a few courageous legislators call for the
outlawing of the internal combustion engine, a
thousand other voices cry for more freeways and
more of the affluence which will kill us.
Anyone who wishes to face the automobile eyeball
to headlight must realize that the automobile is not
simply the sleek machine that sits, ready at the door,
to answer your commands. The auto is the engine
8

that runs an enormous part of our economy. Every
new auto represents an inch of freeway, one new
house, on one -eighth of an acre of land which should
grow food, new services of electricity, gas, and water,
new toasters, washing machines and TV’s. Each auto
represents a way of life that is destroying our
neighborhoods, our cities, our state, our nation, and
our earth.
It is for these reasons that we are burying the
automobile: so that each of you can pause to
consider your own relationship to the automobile and
what you are willing to give up, what work you are
willing to undertake, what changes you are willing to
make in your own life style, what new visions of your
own future you are willing to entertain in order to
give your species a chance to survive.
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